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CITY EDITION

was out on a sky scraper which Mur
phy captured. No runs.
.
inn inning.
AWUetics: Murphy
was safe at first on
Herzog's error
on a hard bounder. Davis singled,
the call hitting Umpire Cf nnolly.
Murphy took second on the single.
m
Barry ..sacrificed.
Mafchwnn
Merkle. OuLapp's Infield tap Murphy
was caught at the plate on an assist
by Mathewson and Meyers and a put
GIANTS
IN HARDEST out by Hersog. who chased the run
ner clear to the plate. Coombs popped
FOUGHT GAME IN HISTORY
out to Fletcher. No runs.
OF WORLD'S SERIES.
ew York. Merkle filed out to
Lord. Herzog walked on four wide
MATHEWSON
AND .CCZBS ones. This was the first base on balls
during the game. Herzog was out
Healing,
Lapp to Collin. Herzog
TWO SPLENDID PITCHERS, WORK
overslid the bag. Fletcher out, Barry
INQ AT THEIR BEST, OPPOSE" to uavis.
No runs.
;
Sixth inning. .Athletics: Lord out
EACH OTHER.
on a line driv to Murray. Mathewson
used all his speed and the Athletics
IT LCCXED LIKE SHUT OUT had difficulty la solving his delivery
The honest plain facia in the attempt made by Herbert J. Hagerman to ruin Holm O. Bursum, the
la the dark day. , Oldring struck out
candidate for governor, are well known to all residents of New Mexico who were in the terrirepublican
BAKER SAVED THE DAY FOR It was Mathewson's first strike out
'. ,,
,
tory at that time.
Collins drove a high fly to Snodgrass
PHILADELPHIA BY TYING
And those residents, those who know' Holm o. Bursum: and who know Herbert J. Hagerman, Intimateand was out No runs.
SCORE WITH HOMER.
Giants: Meyers fouled out to Lapp.
ly and well know that the charges then mato against Holm O. Bursum were untrue and were bo proven
j,;
in open court, thereby starting the rapid Mat of events that culminated in Herbert J. Hagerman being
Mathewson sent up a high one
removed summarily from office by President Theodore Roosevelt, the man who had appointed him to that
which
smothered.
Collins,
Devore
4
office.
And Mr. Roosevelt removed Mr. Hagerman on charges, that if Mr. Hagerman had taken them
out, Baker to Davis. No runs.
Standing of the Team. .
as did Mr. Bursum, could not have been disproven and thlB Mr. Hagerman knew so well that
into
Seventh
court,
Athletics:
The
inning.
Won Lost Pet
he submitted to removal without an effort to clear his record.
Philadelphia enthusiasts stood up at
1
.666
Philadelphia ...2
the beginning of the inning and
Mr. Bursum, in this oompalgn, stands openly and honestly on the facts and on the sense of honor
New York
1
2
.333
cheered naker when he came to the
and justice of the voters of New Mexico. He cherishes no polilcal malice towards the set of men who aidplate. Baker out on a high fly to
ed Mr. Hagerman In the attempt to ruin him nor does he bear malice towards Mr. Hagerman. He has only
New York, Oct 17. In the most Murray, Murphy filed out to Doyle.
contempt for those who knew the facts and persisted in an effort to ruin him and, for those misled by
bitter battle In the history of the Davis fanned. No runs.
misrepresentation and deceit, he bears no 111 will. He is bigger than his enemies and their methods.
Giants: Doyle out,' Collins to Da
world's championship contests the
"I have no political enemies to punish and political friends to reward,' said Mr. Bursum In acceplng
vis.
Snodgrass fanned.
Murray
Philadelphia Americans this afternomination at the Las Vegas convention and that expresses aptly, his stand in this campaign.
the
noon defeated the fjew York Giants walked. Murray was safe at second
The
Journal Democrat the organ of the democratic party and a paper in which Mr. Hagerman owns
'
when
Collins
throw.
dropped Lapp's
by a score of 3 to 2. Eleven innings
a large interest, has persistently lied about Mr.,Bursum, about his record as superintendent of the terriCollins
Davis.
Merkle
to
No
out
were required to decide the contest,
''
'
J
torial penitentiary and about his honor and Integrity.
which was a battle between Mathew-so- n runs.
Whether there was a campaign on or not tjio Journal Democrat has kept constantly agitating and misEighth Inning. , Athletics: Barry
for the Giants and Coombs for
an
representing the facts In an effort to finish the work of ruin that Mr. Hagerman set out to accomplish and
the Athletics. New York's batters doubled, to left. Lapp scratched
,
in which he failed, because Mr. Bursum was not guilty. "
takiftg th(rd,
could do little with Coombs' curves. inflelid ht, Barry
Coombs'
on
the
out
at
plate
Barry
The
case
in
are
the
facts
so
falsehood
so
was
and
absolute
and
to
Baker
held
three hits.
unanswerable, except by
plain
misrepresenbeing
to Doyle, who threw to Meyers.
tation, that no fair minded man cm believe the falsehoods uttered by tie Journal Democrat.
again the hero, saving the game for tap was out at home when he tried
Holm O. Bursum has more honor and decency In a, day of his official life than the
Philadelphia by poling out a home Lapp
come in after Fletcher had drop
run In the first half of the ninth In- to
,
combine in all its history.
fielded
who
of
throw
a
Doyle,
ped
which
had
the
score,
and
tying
ning
ore
Of
and
facta
The
as
toll
the
records
the
In
Tliiid
Jiidtmal
district
the
judgment.
of
court,
they
at
Lord's grounder to catch Coombs
been, up to that time, a shut out for wraid, "Tt- wen- T.oriT first ba.ie on
and decree in the Burwuro caws can not bt oontro- by falsehoods and utandwu.
A trenieadoua
MaUiewaon.
v
No
error."
The
Bursum:
Mr.
about
tanned.
truth,
tellshe
following
Oldring
was present. The weather at the Fletcher's
'
runs;
s
THIRD
IN
THE
DISTRICT
OF
JUDICIAL
OF THE TERRITORY OF NEW MEXTHE
DISTRICT
COURT
opening of the gam was threatening
filed out to Lord.
Giants:
SOCORRO.
AND
COUNTY
THE
WITHIN
OF
Herzog
FOR
ICO,
soon
but
cleared..
Fletcher - out Barry to Davis
.
HOLM O. BURSUM, Plaintiff,
V
The batting order- fanned. No runs.
Meyers
'
.'
''
vs.
6173.
2b;
No.
Doyle,
Giants: Devore, if;
' ,
Snodgrass, cf; Murray, rf; Merkle,
TERRITORY OF NEW MEXICO.
(Continued on Page Five)
lb; Herzog, 3b; Fletcher; ss; Meyers.
V.
This cause coming on for hearing upon the report of C
Safford, Esq., and upon the ... exceptions
c; Mathewson, p.
to
New Mexico, and it appearing that
heretofore
of
filed
said
the
the
the
defendant
Territory
report by
Athletics: Lord, If; Oldring. cf ; Col
C. V. Safford, Esq., filed a detailed report in writing herethe
said
his
the
of
upon
completion
investigation,
lins," 2b; Baker, 3b; Murphy, rf; Da FLOOD'S REMARKS
in, together with all the testimony taken by him, and that the said report states an account between the
vis, lb; Barry, ss; Lapp, c; Coomb3
of the New Mexico territorial penitentiary, and ,the
said plaintiff. Hold O. Bursum, as
p.
Umpires: Brennan behind the
New Mexico, covering the period of his several terms of office, commencing on the 13th day
of
APPRECIATED
Territory
NOT
Klein
in
nlate: Connolly on bases
of April, 1899, and extending up to and including the 18th day of April, 1906, and that the said referee
left field; Dineen In right field.
has made all findings of facts necessary to show the basis of his report; and comes now the Territory
Athletics: Lord out
First inning:
CAMPAIGNER
THE DEMOCRATIC
of New Mexico, by its Attorney General, Albert B. Fall, Esq., and comes the said plaintiff, by his attorney,
Fletch
Merkle.
out,
to
Oldring
Doyle
LITTLE ENTHUSIASM
EVOKES
H. H. Dougherty, and a hearing had upon the exceptions filed to the said report of the said referee, and the
er to Merkle. Collins out, Merkle to
AT 8ANTA FE
court being duly advised, it Is hereby Ordered Adjudged and decreed that each and all of the said
runs.
No
Mathewson.
N .M., Oct. 17.
Santa
Fe,
to the said report be and the same are hereby overruled:
tions
Devore fanned on three
Giants:
D. Flood spoke here last
Henry
And
to
out
it further appearing from an examination of the report of the said referee that he has found all
balls.
fast pitched
Doyle
in the
of
books,
unassisted. Coombs used blind night at a small meeting
original entry which were kept during the period that the said Holm O. Bursum was superinhall at the capitol. Two- tendent of the said Territorial Penitentiary and has made his findings therefrom and from the testimony ining speed. Snodgrass also fanned, legislative
thirds on those who attended j the
troduced before him, and it appearing further from the said report that after allowing all just credits and
No runs.
meeting were republicans, drawn
Baker
Athletics:
debits that the said referee struck a balance therein and that the territory of New Mexico, the defendant
Second inning.
Flood
herein is justly indebted' to the said .plaintiff, Holm O. Bursum in the sum of $4,333.56, it further appearout, Doyle to Merkle. It was a pretty there by curiosity to hear what
from the said report that the said referee has not attempted to include the receipts and disburseassist of Doyle's. Murphy lined to had to say. The gentleman from Viring
his
ments of any funds, although penitentiary funds, the actual possession of which never came into the hands
Herzog. The catch cut off a two ginia reached the highest pitch of
a copy of
of the superintendent particularly the salary fund, the general maintenance fund, the permanent Improve-mera- t
bagger. Davis filed out to Snodgrass. speech when he pounded
the Evening Herald ' of Albuquerque
No runs.
fund, the penitentiary income fund and the ecenic route fund, wwhlch were paid to the treasurer and
and the Santa Fe New Mexican, with
Giants:
Murray fas out on
drawn out by warrants by the auditor on vouchers approved by the Board of Penitentiary Commissioners,
no part of which funds were handled by the Superintendent in cash! or its equivalent except as to those
towering fly to Lord. Coombs mixed his fist and made a wild attack on the
up a fast drop with a high Inshoot republican press, which ' his audience
mparts of said funds that were drawn as contingent expense by the Superintendent and paid to the credit
and kept, the ball near the handle received in laughter. He then deof Convict Earnings or expended as contingent funds, and as to all of those funds, except such funds as
of the Giants' bat Merkle out, Barry clared that W. H. Andrews, the repubwere so drawn as contingent expense, nothing in this judgment is in any manner to be taken as determln- to Davis. Herzog fanned on two drop lican party and the republican organiIng or passing upon the liability, either to the territory or to the United States of America of the plaintiff
curves and a high fast one. No runs. zation of IVw Mexico ' was act.Vjt
J
herein, Holm O. Bursum; or any other person.
Third inning. Athletics:
Barry statehood and that tie, Mr. .lone.
and Decreed that the report of the said referee, C. V.
is
Now,
it
Ordered,
hereby
Adjudged,
Therefore,
cotHand, Burkhart and a select
singled to left It was a lino drive
'
an
be
account
same
in
the
is hereby to all its parts fully approved and con- and
stating
Safford, Esq.,
and the first hit of the game. Barry erie of democrats alone sot statehood.
C
.
j .'
firmed.
,
stole second, Meyers' throw being He showed clearly that he personally
O.
Decreed
And
that the plaintiff herein, Holm
Bursum, do have
it is hereby Ordered, Adjudged and
high. Lapp lined oat to Doyle who knew nothls? whatever of conditions
said
sum
New
of
and
from
full
recover
the
the
the
defendant,
Mexico,
of
and
of 14,333,66, and
,
Territory
Fletcher In New Mexico, politically or otherdoubled Barry fit second.
out
'
be
shall
In
amount
of
herein
funds
the
the
Territorial
that
except. In- adjudged
"'
paid
Treasury,
any'
throw.?
Coombs
popped wise, and that he was.'vpeaktnx blind'
taking the
a
of
certified
6f
West
this
copy
Funds, upon presentation
judgment.
out to Doyle.' No runs.
lv from Information furnished Mm
It Is further Ordered, Adjudged and Decreed, by the consent of the attorney for the plaintiff and the
Giants:, Fletcher filed out to Mur hurrriedly by the democratic bosses,
attorney for rJhe defendant, that C. V. Safford Esq., for hi services In experting the accounts and for his '
phy. Meyers' grass cutter was too who ran the etate convention.
Indian
services as referee, including the services of all persons employed by him in assisting therein and all
hot for Baker to hold and the
Mr. Flood made a very oo impres0
incurred therein, be and he is hereby allowed the sum of Twelve hundred &
was safe. The crowd cheered, as it sion on the people Of p
Dollars,
and
was the first Giant single of the it is generally admitted -r- e" today
with the costs of this cause, and the same are hereby adjudged and decreed against the said degame. Mathewson singled to right, that he made no votes for the demofendant, tie Territory of New Mexico, to be paid to the Clerk of this court upon a requlistion therefor,
'
"
the Indian taking' third. The stands cratic party ticket
which Is hereby approved, and a warrant to be issued by the Territorial Auditor on the Territorial General
were In an uproar. Meyers scored on
Purpose Fund, and shall be distributed by the clerk pf this court to the s&W referee after paying the costs
t
:
Devore s nifield tap, which uanr
.
herein in the manner as provided by law.
threw to Collins, forcing out Mathew INAUGURATE UNIVERSITY HEAD
New
A.
1907.
D.
Mexico, this 21st day of September,
Dated at Silver City,
son. Devore was out stealing second,
Minneapolis,. Minn., Oct. 17.- - At a
y:f FRANK W. PARKER, Judge of the Above Entitled Court.
' i .
Lapp to Barry. One run.
of students, alumni and
B.
today
meeting
'
General.
ALBERT
K.
FALL,
O.
Attorney
Lord
Athletics:
Fourth inning.faculty of the University of MinneTerritory of New Mexico.
filed to Snodgrass. Oldring popped
sota the final details of the program
;
Seventh Judicial District
;
to Fletcher. Collins beat out an In were completed for the inauguration
County of Socorro.' ss.
field hit and stole second and the tomorrow of Dr.
George B. Vincent
I, W. D. Newcotnb, clerk of the Seventh Judicial District Court of the Territory of New Mexico, withNew York players kicked on the de fromeriy of the University of Chicago,
and1 for the county of Socorro, do hereby certify that the above and foregoing, is a true and correct
in
cision. Baker; put, "Mathewson !to an president of the university. The
copy of JUDGMENT AND DECREE, signed by the Presiding Judg, and which remains of records and on
Markle. Mathewson, made 'a pretty inauguration will be the first that has
f
file in my office.
taken place at the university in more
play on the ball, leaping into the air
I
court
have
In
Witness
hereunto
seal
at
affixed
set
Whereof,
hand
and
the
of
said
my
my office in the
than a quartetr of a century and will
to take the high bound. No tun.
A. D. 1911.
of
Socorro
New
3rd
this
of
County,
October,
Mexico,
Socorro,
day
city
unbe made the occasion of a very
New York:.. Doyle was out, Co!' usual
W. D. NEWCOMB, Clerk, etc.
(Signed)
gathering of distinguished schol.
'
By: W. Homer Hill. Deputy.
Seal) ..
i
lins to, .Davis.' Snodgrass bit a high ars, educators and scientists from all
,
,(
over
States
United
the
and Canada,
fly to Lord and sat down. Murray

ATHLETICS

TAKE

COURT RECORDS DISPROVE CO

ARDLY

THE THIRD

DURSil

ATTACK 0P1 HON. HOLM 0.

GAME

utf"T

Plain Recital of Facts Shows That Republican Candidate for
Governor Was Victim of Unwarranted Persecution at
Hands of Han Afterwards Removed From
the Gubernatorial Chair

,

tt

t

HM

-

('..

.

Journal-Hagerma-

'

n

"

-

.

'.

'

'

.

Da-vi- s,

Lack Is Of tea as Gooi
as Skill and Soma
Draw Pay for It

'

.

Mc-Gdl- l,

5

no-10-

,

MONUMENT

TO MORGAN

Lexington, Ky., Oct 17. The mem.
ory of General John H. Morgan, the
noted confederate cavalry leader, was
fittingly honored here today by the
unveiling of a statue erected in the
courthouse square by the Kentucky
chapters of the Daughters of the Con
federacy. . The unveiling was attend
ed by interesting exercises. The memorial consists of an heroic bronzo
equestrian statue of the famous sol ASSISTED BYGERMAN RESIDENTS
dier mounted upon a granite base. The THEY. ATTACK A
CHINESE
statae was, designed by the Italian
MOB AT HANKOW
sculptor, Homphl Cofflni. The cost
of the memorial was $15,000. 1 .'

GERMAN MARINES

FIGHTING IN
CHINA

HOCKING

GOVERNMENT

SUIT ON TRIAL

C

TAKES ACTION

Oct
Columbus,
The long
MPERIAL TROOPS ARE ON THE
pending and frequently postponed ous
ter suit against the. Hocking Valley
WAY TO RECAPTURE THE ,.
railroad came up for hearing before
LOST PROVINCES
the Ohio supreme court today. The
suit - was brought bjy the) state1 of
Ohio against the Hocking Valley line THE WHOLE NAVY IS UTILIZED
on the ground that the railroad was
a part of the alleged bituminous coal
combine and was therefore doing busi MODERN GUNBOATS UNDER AD.
MIRAL WILL SHELL REBEL
ness in Violation of the anti-trulaws of the state.
LIOUS CITIES ;
17.

st

PR6BLEM8 OF CITY RULE
Davenport, . La., Oct 17. Municipal
problems of great variety are to be
discussed by the League of Iqwa Mun
icipalities, which opened its fourteenth
annual meeting here today with a
large attendance of mayors and other
officials Of, the leading cities of the
state. ' Features of the opening session were an), address of welcome by
Mayor A. C',Mueler,of Davenport and
the' presidential address of Mayor ,T.
R. Rector of Waterloo. The meeting
will continue until Thursday.

r .i

Berlin, Oct 17. Advices received at
the foreign office from Hankow today report that a German force of

blue Jackets, reinforced by German
local residents, have been landed at
Hankow and are now fighting with a
Chinese mob.
The official report states I'lat de
tachments were landed from the
cruiser Lelpsic and the gnnhosts Tiger and VaterlandL Members of the
German colony volunteered to support
the marines.

v

First Train of Troops

FIVE PEOPLE KILLED

.

government p"egan aggressive

prr--

a-

rations for the Recapture of Har
and Wu Chantoday. The flrtfjre.l v.
loXd of. troopsirom the north n"v-- -l
ENTIRE KANSAS FAMILY WIPED and camped north, f Hankow.
Several thousand more soidWa
OUT OF ' EXISTENCE; POSSES
V
TRAILING MURDERER.
...... expected to arrive before fwv'fyvi
,
detachment of the Wu Chain gnrri-sowhich retired from that, ci'v
Ellsworth, Kan.; Oct. 17. The officers are looknlg J for. an
vlct when the rebels entered, cosffd t'ia
charged with the murder of five mem- river at Hng Tse above th city an
bers of the Showman family here. marched inland, probably to efect a
He was released from the peniten- Junction with, the troops from the
tiary a year ego, having served a north.
term for grand larceny.
Earlier In the day the irapr!nl nai'- His wife, who was a sister of Mrs. al force In the river was aurmente l
Showman, obtained a divorce and re- by the arrival of one of the navy '3
married. There is a rumor tha the modern gunboats, which carried Ad- Imral Sahl Chen Ping; who took
man was seen here last week.

;iC0N!CT

3

n,

ex-co- n

1

.

'

Bloodhounds were used today in an
effort to trace the murderer. Three
times they were taken to the house
and each time, took a trail and followed It to the , railroad crossing
'
where it was lost .The coroner's
Jury is investigating the murder totheory is be
day and the
ing probed.' The murderer used an
ax and the head of each victim was
crushed.

Another Province Falls
Pao Ting Fu., Oct 17 Kal Fung,
the capital of the Honan province is
reported to have fallen before the revolutionists. '
Nanking's Fall. Certain
Peking, Oct 17. The acting consulat Nanking, Alvln W. Gilbert, tele
graphed the American legation here1
today that the fall of Nanking was
One of a Series of Crimes
imminent. He asks that a gunboat be
Chicago, Oct. 17. The murder of a sent there.
man, his wife aru three small children as they slept in Ellsworth, Kan.,
was almost Identical to the slaying of PROGRESSIVES ENDORSE
six In Colorado Springs, Colo., on
September 21, and more lately the
LA FOLLETTE
killing of William E. Dawson, his wife SENATOR
Oc111.,
and daughter, In' Monmouth,

tober

1.

.

-

"

In each case an ax was the instru- THE INSURGENT LEADER IS SE
LECTED AS POPULAR CANDIment of death. In every, case, each
DATE FOR PRESIDENCY
person In the house was killed, apsinwhile
a
with
parently
asleep and
Chicago, Oct 17. The business of
gle blow of the weapon. , In the Colonational Conference of progressive
the
families
rado Springs tragedy 'two
"
republicans,' at which Senator Robert
were wiped out
.
.
M. La Follette was Indorsed for the '
presidential nomination, was finished
last night and the program today in
TAFT BEGINS HIS
cluded only .a, luncheon and a mass
y
LONGEST JOURNEY meeting at night
Speakers at the luncheon Include
Senator Moses E. CJapp, of Mlnnesot- WILL GO FROM LOS ANGELES TO ta; James Manahan of Minneapolis
BUTTE WITH ONE STOP AT
and Henry F. Oochema of Milwaukee-A- t
OGDENY UTAH
the night meeting the speakers will
be Senator Crapp, Senator Coe I
Los Angeles, Oct
his de Crawford of Southi Dakota; George
parture from Los. Angeles today, L. Record, New Jersey; Amos Pin-President Taft brought an .end to his chot, New York, and Charles E. Mepi
;
second visit to the Pacific coast since item, Illinois.
he entered the White House.
;rr J
Mr. Taft now will make the longest
INDIANA RED MENU
jump of the present trip, there being
Indianapolis, Ind., Oct 17. The Ib."
but one regularly scheduled atop, at diana
Great Council of Red Men
Ogden, Utah, tomorrow afternoon, on
opened its annual session here, today
from!
the journey
this city to Butte, at Tomllnson
Hall, with a large atMont, where Thursday morning the tendance of
delegates
president will again "go ashore" for a the lodges in nesrl - all representing
sections f
few houra
the state. One of the most ImportFrom Butt" Mr. Taft goes through ant
questions which will come up for
eastern Montana, South' Dakota, Min- consideration
.durir:? the two days of
nesota and Illinois, with, a three day the session will he the
proposed erecstop at Chicago, one day in Pittsburgh tion of a Btate '.ndquarters
building
and then back to Washington.
of the order in this city.
:

17.-j--

Own

'
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beset

laboratory assist
the bureau of
0
standards, entrance salary $900 to
per year; specialist in botany in
the office of experiment, stations and
iu' department of agriculture, entrance salary of $1,500; assistant In
acclimation crop department, salary,
$1,500 to $2,000; plant pathologist department of agriculture, salary
botanical artist department of
agriculture, at salary of $1,200; technical assistant mint and assay service at an entrance salary of $350;
wireless telegraph operator, light
house service for duty in the Nineteenth district and the territory of
Hawaii.
On October 25 and 26 examinations
for the following will be held by the
commission: Aid, bureau of standards
with a salary of $600 to $720; printer
in the Philippine service with salary
of $2,000 at start with raise to $2,250
after six months' service; manual
training teacher entrance salary $ f 20
per annum; laboratory apprentice
salary $480 to $540 per annum;
assistant in che.ii'rify bureau
Of Standards, with entrance snl&ry of
$900 to $1,200; ubovntoiv assistant,
pbyshlca bureau of standards, and
junior Chemist baroaa of mines,
with salaries raagtn? from $l,b?0 to

of $75 per month;

snov;

ant in engineering

NIGHT

$2.-00-

LIE TO YOUR WIFE"
CLEVER MUSICAL PRODUC- TION, AT THE DUNCAN.

A

Show going people of' this city are
looking forward with a great deal of
pleasure to the production of "Don't
Lie to Your Wife," the clever girlie,
musical skit, which will be given to
morrow evening in the Duncan opera
hcuse. Pretty girls will help to make
any play, but when they are present
lil combination with actors like Da
vid Lewis, who has the leading part
In "Don't Lie to Your Wife," the pro
duction is bouncT to be a winner.
Dave Lewis is actually funny!
Stage folks give him this undisputed
distinction. So Just imagine how this
comedian must act now that he, has
been supplied with such a funny
song farce as Campbell B. Casad has
constructed in "Don't Lie to Your
Wife." Mr. Casad is a New York
Herald newspaper man, who simply
gathered together the funny sides of
human nature that have come to his
attention while covering assignments
for the New York Herald, and placed
them in a characteristic
newspaper
man's style in this, song farce. The
piece is down to the very minute
scintillating as to dialogue, and full
of keen wit and odd and laughable
situations. It might be called a
laugh in three acts, as the fun is fast
and furious from the beginning to
the end. Rowland and Clifford are supervising! Mr. Lewis' career this season, and this firm has supplied the
same brilliancy to the stage mounting
of the production as featured this
piece during its long run at the Whitney opera house in Chicago last sea-

lab-rato-

K.500.

THE DOCTOR'S QUESTION
Much Sickness

Due to Bowel

Dis--

:

orders
A doctor's first question when con-

sulted by a patient 1 "Are your bowels regular?" He knows that 98 per
cent of illness Is attended with Inactive bowels and torpid liver, and that
tWa condition must be removed gently and thoroughly before health can
be restored.
Rexall Orderlies are a positive,
pleasant, and safe remedy for constipation and bowel disorders in general.
We are so certain of their great curative value that we promise to return
the purchaser's money in every case
when they fall to produce entire satson.
isfaction.
Rexall Orderlies are eaten like can
CIVIL SERVICE TO
dy, they act Quietly, and aid In produc
ing a soothing, strengthening, healing
HOLO EXAMINATIONS influence on tihe entire intestinal
tract They do not purge, gripe, cause
nausea, flatulence, excessive looseOPPORTUNITY FOR YOUNG PEO- ness, diarrhoea, or other annoying ef
PLE TO QUALIFY FOR GOOD
fect They are especially good for
FEDERAL POSITIONS
children, weak persons, or old folks.
Three sizes, 10c, 25c., and 50c Sold
The United States civil service only at our store The Rexall Store.
'
'
commission announces an examina- E. Q. Murphey.
in.
tion for printer
the government
The national republican committee,
printing office at Washington to be
held in Las Vegas on October 18 and at its meeting in Washington in De
19. This examination includes candi- cember, probably will
decide who
dates for hand compositors as well as shall direct' the campaign next year,
linotype and monotype machinists. thougb the definite choice of a man
There will also be an examination ager will not be announced until the
for cadet engineer In light hotfse ser- nominating convention is held.
vice on October 18. The salary on
entrance is from $6G0 to $780.
At the next regular state election In
On October 25 the commission will Colorado
the voters will be called uphold examinations for assistant chem- on to select two United States sen
ist, department of agriculture, salary ators one for the full term of six
on entrance from $1,200 to $1,600; sciyears to succeed Simon Guggenheim
entific assistant for vacancies in de- and one for the
unexpired term of
partment of commerce and labor and two years, caused
by the death of
bureau oC fisheries, with entrance
Charles
J.
the
late
Hughes.
salary at $900 per annum; laboratory aid in the department of agriTO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
culture and the bureau of plant industo
LAXATIVE
BROMO
Take
from
$720
entrance
Quinine
salary
try;
$840; aid in the division of graphic Tablets. Druggists refund money It
arts in the national museum in Wash- it fails to cure. EX W. GROVE'S sigington, D. C, with an entrance salary nature is on each. box. 25c.
,
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TO PLAY WATROUS

1911.

YOU WILL WANT A NEW FALL COAT FOR

TELLS TROUBLES

YOURSELF OR DAUGHTERS

Lady in Goodwater Describes Her
Distressing Experience and

SIGNALS WILL BE COUGHS AND
TRAINERS WILL SERVE RAW '
EGGS AND CRACKERS.

The Normal University started
things moving on the gridiron in this
section and now Las Vegas has two
football teams, while Watrous is represented by one. Following the suggestion of one of the Normal couches
that a team "be organized to buck up
against their huskies, Dave Conway,
of baseball fame, organized the "One
Cylinder" team which will undoubtedly be one of tho. strongest organizations of its kind in the new state
of New Mexico. Under the direction
of W. C. Dennis this team will be
coached to victory over the Normal-ite- s
and all opponents. In Friday
night's Optic Conway issued a call
foe- - candidates and Saturday at the
appointed hour the huskiest bunch
of "One Qylidered' football warriors that ever donned a moleback
appeared at the High School grounds
'
for practice.
Considerable trouble was vexperl-ence- d
in blowing up the ball but finally some gossip of the Meadow City
passed and turned loose a little hot
air on the pigskin and the practice
was on. - Captain Conway and Coach
Dennis put the squad through some
stunts that would startle Coach Yost
The challenge reached the ears of the
Watrous gridiron warriors through
Jerry Fielding and no sooner did he
mention the formation of a team
than the challenge of the Meadow
City boys was accepted. The two
"one cylinder" teams, according to
their articles of agreement, will play
on neutral ground, which, according
to the final decision, is Onava. They
are now at work attempting to get
rates on all railroads and if their
schemes go through it is expected
that a large crowd of fans from the
Meadow City will go to the grounds
at the neutral point to watch tne ba-tlbetween the two teams. Captain
Fielding of the Watrous warriors,
will put his squad through all of the
latest formations and it is said will
slip something over on the boys from
here, but not if Conway and Dennis
know it. Of the coaches, Las Vegas
has the pick, for no doubt if Dennis
had gone to Yale he would have been
a star on the team from New Haven,
and as it is he played six years on
the Earlham team, as it ook nim a
long time to get through college.
Taking the coaches and teams into
it certainly
careful consideration
looks like victory for the Meadow-Cit- y
e

boys.

Captain Conway has announced his
line-uas follows: Conway, lg; Fieldic;
ng- , it; Cordiman, le; Organ,
Roach, rg; Raycraft, rt; Campbell,
re; Winger, qb; Emenaker, lhb; Lee,
fb; Lawrence Powers, rhb; Bert Kennedy, E. P. Marshall and G. Gardner,
substitutes.
Terry McGovern has
volunteered to be on hand to blow
up the ball. Jacobs is the trainer of
the "one cylinder" crew and Dr. J. D.
Hess is medical examiner. W. C.
Dennis, who is coach, will assist Tom
Johnson in managing the team and
between them they will arrange for
the burial of! all opponents after the
"one cylinders" have finished with
'
' V
them.
p

She

How

Tells

-

Was

Finally Relieved. ,

Goodwater, Mo. ''Ever since I was
a little girl," says Mrs. Riley Laramore,
"I was a great sufferer from dyspepsia.

'
i

further or waiting1 for the
best styles any longer the finest coats that the most skillful tailors
have fashioned are here in extensive assortments.
Any kind of a coat you want is here. There's almost no limit
to the styles, the fabrics, the colors and the sizes every one fresh
and new, smart and becoming-- , serviceable and moderately priced.
-

Black-Draug-

Besides Insuring Absolute Style, Perfect Fit and Utmost
Service by Choosing Now, You Will Also Save on Your
Favorable Prices and Give You the Full Benefit of Our

Politics and
Politicians..

Good Fortune.
Every coat we show is exclusive in style. Your neighbor,
friend CANNOT have a coat like yours if you buy it here.

Five states, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Oregon and New Jersey, will by law choose delegates to
the national conventions next year by
direct vote.
New York state with its 90 delegates to the national conventions of
the two parties next year will pracof the contically make up
ventions.
Richard Yates, who was governor
of Illinois from 1901 to 1905, has announced his intention to seek the republican nomination for the office
again next year.
Associate Judge W. F. Ramsey, of
the Texas supreme court, who is
known as a strong advocate of prohibition, will try for the democratic
nomination for governor of Texas.
Congressman Underwood of Alabama has been" making speeches In behalf of the democratic ticket in Kentucky, of which sflttet he is a native.
According to political rumor in Illinois- an unsuccessful effort has been
made to Induce Senator Cullom to
withdraw from the race for
in favor of Governor Deneen.
Congressman Arthur L. Bates, who
has represented one of the Pennsylvania districts in the house for the
past ten years, has announced his intention to retire at the end of his
present term.
United States Senator W. Murray
Crane has assumed the active leadership of the republican party In Massachusetts, and Is directing the fight
to prevent the
of Governor
Foas.
Congressman Morris Shepard, who
appears to be one of the most prominent aspirants for the seat of Joseph
W. Bailey in the United States, senate, has represented the First Texas
district since be was 26 years old.
It Is said the Republican Progres- one-tent-
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Women's

-

slve league of Illinois Is planning to
put a full state ticket in the field for
the republican primary election next
year, when a governor and other state
officials will be elected.
Now close to his 80fch year, John P
St John, who was the prohibition can
didatet for president in 1884 is spend
ing the evening of his life in quiet retirement at his home !n Olathe, Kan.
d
A spirited
race Is on
in Georgia to succeed Hoke Smith as
governor. The contestants
are J.
Pope Brown, former state treasurer;
Joseph. M. Brown, former governor.
and Richard B. Russell, Judge of the
court of appeals.

The Leading Brands of High Patent Flour

three-cornere-

Handled Exclusively in Las Vegas
'by
-

.

Charles Ilfeld Company
New Mexico's

It's easier to make a break than it
"

is to mend

'

it

.

Largest Wholesalers

Everyone recognizes the Superiority of these
brands Even our Competitors
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Coats

ESTABLISHED
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Coats

$7.50 to $35.00
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$7.50

$3.50 to $15.00

$

'
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$1.50
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Children's Coats
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We Bought These Garments at Unusually

Purchase.

t

i

and Elegance

,

,

I

Originality

Style,

You need not waste time locking- any

ill
f

This Autumn More Extensively

ht,

Black-Draug-

-

i

Coats Will Be Worn

Mark Our Collection of Separate Coats.

1

l

For Fashion Says That Separate

Than Ever Before.

misery after eating, and had
terrible heartburn.
I thought I had to suffer this way as
long as 1 lived, but when I began to take
in small
Thedford's
doses, every night, the heartburn was all
gone in a few days, and I could eat
without distress.
I took two small packages in all, and
although that was some time ago, the
dyspepsia has not returned.
I speak a good word for Thedford's
ht
whenever 1 have the opportunity."
If eating causes distress, we urge you
ht
to try Thedford's
It
cleanses the system, helps the stomach to
digest its food, regulates the bowels, and
stimulates the liver.
It acts gently and is without bad aftereffects. Try it Price 25c.
I suffered

Black-Draug-

Course, You Will
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The Want Ad. Habit is the best all round
good habit anyone can have.

&

Anyone who will read each day The Optic
Want Ad. page with a purpose to select
the
best opportunity that he may find and then
follows up the "lead." will
surely get quick
success.

The Want Ad. Habit is the one habit
that
will help people to get what
they want when
they want it.
Telephone your Want Ads. to The Optic.

1)pne S)ain 2

ij,;,,.,...,
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Some habits one should want to break
and
all bad habits are bad to
keep.
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GERMAN-MILLE- D

.

the .answer to

HELP HER

every Bakirvg Problem.

f inkhara's

More Uniform.
ard
LARABEE'S
Made

Cured by Lydia E.
Vegetable Compound

It's

illi

I can't

Firver-Whit-

er

by

Pound, Wis. "I am glad to an.
nounce that I have been cured of dys
pepsia ana iemaie
troubles by your
medicine. I had
been troubled with
both for fourteen
years and consulted
different doctors,
but failed to get any
relief. After using
Lydia E. Pinkham's

famous GERMAN

PROCESS.

Co.

Gross, Kelly

Distributors

Com-poun-

Ask Your Grocer for It

am a well woman.

find words to express my thanks
for the good your medicine has done

me. You maypublish this if you wish."
Mrs. HEK3L4H Sieth, Pound, Wis.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
ana herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
used with perfect confidence by women
who suffer from displacements, inflammation, ulceration, fibroid tumors, irregularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-dow- n
feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, or nervous prostration. ,s
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial.
Proof is abundant that it has cured
thousands of others, and why should
it not cure you?

National
Fabric
Best Rubber Collars and Cuffs
All

AUMORE

6lZM

Front2VIn.

2400

lb, or Mora, Each Delivery
Iba. to 2400 Ust--, Eaoh Delivery
Iba. to 1,008 Iba Each Da II vary
Iba. to 200 Iba
Each Delivery l
Than 60 Iba Ear-i-t Delivery

1,000
200
60
Laaa

I8JIU.

MM

AGM

pr

Iba.
lbs.
Iba.
Iba.
Iba.

COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers atid Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Famous Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

After exposure, and when you feel
Don't trifle with a cold Is good adcold coming on, take Foley's Honey vice for prudent men and women. It
and Tar Compound.
It checks and may be . vital in ca
of a child.
The There is nothing better than Chamrelieves. TJe no substitute.
genuine in a yellow package always. berlain's Cough Remedy for coughs
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug and colds In children. It is safe and
sure. For sale by all druggists.

s

Co.

Surplus

$50,000.00

$100,000.00
tNVlil

T5--

T

StA"M-'V- .

t

President

CUNNINGHAM,

TO

10
20e
26e par 100
SOe par 100
40o per 100
60o par 100

Capital Paid in

J. M.

1

RETAIL PRICES

It 19 dee and always helpful.

sem-intar-

1

FftONTlXlN.
In.

BACK. I A

Distributors

Back IK In.

If yon want special advice write
Mrs. Pinkham. Lynn, Mass., for it,

MICHIGAN BAPTISTS.
Adrian, Mich., Oct 17 The annual gathering of the Michigan Bap
tists which opened here today has at
tracted a large number of clergymen
and laymen of the Baptist denomination, among them several noted edu
cators who are scheduled to deliver
addresses during the three days of
the convention. Among them are Or.
W. T. Stackhouse, the famous Canadian orator; Dr. George E. Horr,
president of Newton Theological
Dr. Milton G. Evans, presi
dent of Crozer Theological seminary,
the Rev. John M.
Pennsylvania;
Moore, of Boston and a number of
others.

,

Styles.

RANSLEY
Sizes 12 to 18 In

FRANK SPRINGER, Vice President

D. T. H0SKIN5.

Cashier

LAS VEOA

Interest Paid tm Time Deposits
MASTER. NEW YEAR.
jr

in commencing an account at this sayings bank on
the day of his birth has the wisdom and .foresight
'
'
v i
of his

a ,

s

fore-father-

?

s.

A SAVINGS ACCOUNT

C

!

-

;

BEGUN 1912

..1

on the second day of the year is a gracious thing to
do for a child. Make it a day long to be remembered by acting on the suggestion. Years to come will
tell the story of accumulations that will surprise the
one in whose favor the account stands.

'

LAS VEGAS SAVINGS BANK
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food maae of white Indian corn,
A
cooked and flavoured, then toasted to a crisp, tempting brown
delicious,

if

ready-to-ser-

ve

if The Memory Lingers"
Postum Cereal Company, Limited, Battle Creek. Michigan

:'

ASSOCIATION OF
Little Rock, Ark.,

TITLEMEN.
Oct.

1.

Dele-

gates from the various state organizations represenFed in the American
Association of Title Men, are gath-erehere in large numbers to attend the annual convention of the na
tional organization which opened
here today for a three days' session.
The association was organized in
Chicago In 1907, and consists of abstract of title men and employes of
the title, guarantee companies in all
parts of the United States. After the
adjournment of the business session
the members of the association will
visit the city of Hot Springs, as the
guests of the Arkansas Land-Ttll- e
'
Association.

V

"A ROGERS SILVERWARE)
COUPON IN EVERY SACK .1
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food and where the spots on the table though married to a
poet, gave up in
cloths are larger than the price of the despair and 'left hira. Then he tried
marriage again. Again he was unBut after marriage. If a girl is fool- - happy, and it was not until the third
, ish enough to fall a victim to the soft time that his married life held
any
phrases of the poet; then what hap- happiness for him. And even this
pens? it is sad to contemplate the third marriage was not a success.
usual result.
Dryden was unhappily married.
. .
.
VVm
...
i
1B
lu
HUM E
iuukjbi impossible to be a Bunyan tried marriage twice and
husband and a poet at the same time. "as convinced both times that marThe mind of a true poet is fashioned riage was a failure.
THEY DO NOT PROVIDE
FOR after a pattern entirely at variance
Sheridan - was unhappily married. GLOBE TROTTER 8AYS THERE IS
THEIR WIVES BUT ARE GRAND
with that of the average man. And Sir Walter Scott was
ABUNDANT ROOM THERE FOR
unhappily marAT MAKING LOVE
it is only the average man who can ried, too. Burns was
HUSTLING PEOPLE,
unhappily mar-ried-s
v
succeed as a husband.
and proved unfaithful. Burns'
What
constitutes a xod husband? bibliography is practically a record of
Frederick R, Babcock, well known
The poet, lie of the soulful eyes and
in club and in LaSalle street, who
the artistic temperament, has received It Is necessary to know what a good his love affairs.
when he is not globe troSoufchey was married twice, both resides
another blow from the cruel world. husband is before the poet can be condemned. The kind of a man who is times
This time Ms ability to be a good
unhappily, and his first wife ttingat 14 Bellevue Place, Chicago,
d
arrived in Chicago- a few days ago.
generally conceded to make the best went insane.
has been questioned,
Mrs. Mabel Swift of Los Angeles, husband is:
Coleridge became almost completely He had covered something more than
An honest man.
alienated from his wife. Shelley con- 50,000 miles since his departure on
Calif., has Just won a divorce from
A good provider.
tracted an imprudent early marriage November 15, last When he returns
her husband, H. Ivan Swift, poet,
'
A home lover.
and his wife later committed suicide. from another trip, which he is conthe decree being granted on the
A man with self control.
Byron was separated from his wife templating, he will have traveled
.grounds of nonsupport. During the A
manly man. ,
after a great scandal. Landor was about twice that number of miles and
married life of the Swifts Mrs. Swift
A patient man.
have visited just about every habitalso unhappily armrled.
claims that her husband has provided
And the qualities that are consider
Dante Gabriel Rossettl was unhap- able nook and cranny of the globe.
less than & third of a cent a day tohis travels thus far, Mrs.
ward Iher support Mrs. Swift said ed the best to fit man for a husband pily married and his wife committed Throughout
Babcock has borne him company and
are:
martwo
suicide
of
after
only
years
that the nearest thdng to a home furwill continue to da,he says, to the
Kindness.
ried life.
nished her by her poet husband was
end of the chapter.
,
Strength.
Edward
translator
of
the
Fitzgerald,
an oil painting of ,"Our Ideal Home."
"I had visited the great countries of
"
Good
habits.
the Rubaiyat, was separated from his
The Swifts were married In Michigan !
the world England, France, Germany
Good
wife.
disposition.
In 1905, and six months later, accord
and so on before,', said Mr. Babcock.
Intellectual companionship.
Among the poets of today unhappy
ing to Mrs. Swift, her husband de
"My idea this time was take in as
Faithfulness.
M.
3.
marriages seem to rule also.
serted her In Chicago.
"
much
of the less known portions of
'
Sympathy.
Barrie was unhappily married. RichMrs. Swift, after her marital expert
the world as possible. I will leave
ard be Gallienne, who seems to stand
That's Why He's poet
nce, advises girls to beware of poets
about November 15 and travel
But if a poet had all of these quail supreme in the hearts of romantic again
as husbands. "Do not marry a poet,"
Northern Africa, Southern Spain and
ties he would lack the ones necessary youth of today, was recently divorced. Fiance and South 'America. After
she says.
A poet makes a good lover. Nearly for a poet. A poet' who is faithful and For years his wife supported herself that there'll be nothing left but the
'
as a milliner in Paris.
.every girl who baa spent Boulful hours kind and sympathetic would be Just
North and South Poles, I presume.
So the girl of today, if she is in love
seated, on the parlor sofa listening to the one to write pretty verses to adorn
"I believe China to be the most Inhome grown verses about her eyes, hand illumined mottoes to hang riot with a poet, had better think pretty teresting place in the world today.
and her hair, and her ruby lips is ously in front parlors of those who hard for a long, long time, and then And there are great changes impendtake Mrs. Swift's advice.' For with
willing to testify that a poet is haven't found out that is not being
ing. They are object lessons to Amer
the
more.
done
But
a
a
real
precedent that has been estab- icans the Chinese in the matter of
any
poet,
among those present when It comes
poet of the emotions, probably would lished, there is not much chance of conservation. They have the exto loremaklng.
not be kind, and faithful, and sympa- her marriage being a happy one. In tremes of heat and cold, as we have,
Poet a Perfect Lovemaker
He would toe more inclined spite of the fact that her poet has and this is largely due to the fact
thetic.
A poet can look Into your eyes and
tell you a dozen things about- - your to be cross, and crabbed, and dis- beautiful manners and an appealing, that the country Is stripped and desoul that you never remotely suspect- agreeable, to pout because he was mis- sensitive nature, she will do much nuded of Its timber resources. Let
ed. A poet can read aloud in a deep understood or because it was raining, better for herself if she chooses the us, in looking, on naked China, take
voice with thrills in it from slender and to find an ever disappearing ideal hardware clerk who talks slang and care of our own forests.
"I had of course heard much talk
books of poetry until you are sure in every pretty girl who crosses his knows the names of all the players In
both leagues. Put not. your faith in of a possible war between Japan and
that your life would be one complete path.
the United' States but I must say, afWhen we look over the llyes of the poets.
stretch of happiness If you could
ter a thorough study of the situation
on
works
love
have
whose
great
with
him.
poets
It
For
don't.
But
spend
in the former country, that I
while
become famous, It is really heartrendwfhlle a poet makes a perfect
such stories to be all bunbelieve
to
how
discover
unfortunate
they"
ing
he may be a poor provider.
Home Helps
Practical
In 1910 the Japanese sold apcombe.
Even during the lovemaklng period were in their domestic affairs.
47 per cent of their marproximately
was
list.
He
heads
the
the poet is not noted for his generos Shakespeare
to the United Si-tketable
An
Excellent
Broth
goods
ity. It isn't the poet who buy theater married at 18 to a woman eight years
this
aaU the amount will be
Invalid's
Evening
Repast
Mr.
older
than
and
himself.
Evidently
tickets. It Isn't the poet who knows
Philippine!!--'.h- y
of
Rood beef, lamb, veal or chicken
a
To
the
for
As
cup
of Duffy's pure malt jear.
how to order a dinner. A poet be- Mra Shakespeare had frequent do- broth, add a
They want us to
Serve very hot with a teaspoodfui or don't want 'em.
lieves In communing with nature, per- mestic quarrels, for there was an es whi&key.
two at whinord cream on too. if desired. A fen
in fact(.. rather than hand
them
keep
with
served
this.
be
saltincs may
a very invigorating drink: as well as them over to some other nation. They
haps because communing with nature trangement, and Shakespeare s will This makes
of arent benefit and nourishing to thepaticnt,
.hasn't a toll attached to it. Suggest points to the fact that he and his wife betnir
is
it
prefer us as neighbors.
wonderfully
refreshing to the healthy.
Wing to the theater with a poet and were never reconciled. 'But Shake
'Also they have the same problem
he will sigh softly and say something speare's sonnets are full of love, his
confronting them in Formosa as we
about the artificlailty of modern life. love for some beautiful woman.
Nell "Why. is she getting, a di- have in the Philippines. Formosa is
Milton's marital troubles were great. vorce?" Belle "The man she mar- only half conquered. The Japanese
If a poet is host at a dinner he usual
ly chooses a table d'hote, preferably He was married when quite young to ried turned out to be a bad egg." Nell don't like to go to a hot climate ana
an 'Italian table d'hote, where the at a beautiful young girl, who after a
''And now she is trying to 'get rid neither do we. So you see they are
mosphere is more substantial than the few weeks of trying to be happy, of the matrimonial yoke, eh?"
up against a bad problem themselves.
As for the mikado, I do not belike
the ' stories told of him that he is
weak and nclllating and that the
natives are dissatisfied with him."
"WTiat ideas did you gain in the
Philippines?" the broker was asked.
"I was most interested in comparing the islands With Java," was the
reply. "Java isn't much larger than
.the largest island of the Philippine
group, yet it supports 35,000,000 people. The Philippines have a, much
larger area and support, only about
8,000,000 persons and have to import
food products at that.' Java supports
iU own popui.vicn and exyor:' laipo
,
m
1
cs
cii? titles of s tsiii, tea, coffeq, s
vr tl rice.
"What the Philippines need is energetic,1 intelligent labor. The Filipino
s U more devoted to his Interest in politics than to making his part of the
globe comfortable and habitable. The
cock fights that are given on the
island are a disgrace to civilization
i.
and should be stopped by the govern
ment."
'
meet with any reaj ad
"Did
'
S ventures youof the. 'story book' kind?"
if:
;
"Well, there was one which might
$ do eo considered," said Mr. Ba"ock
"Wl-twe sailed up the river fr.i-Hongkong to Canton we arrived at
the latter city just the day after a
big revolution had broken out and
were forbidden to land. There was
much excitement in the place, but
with the aid of the American and
ft
British consul we were finally allowed to land, look around and then
get out again.
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DuncaLii Opera House. WedhesdeiLy Oct. 18th
ED. W. ROWLAND and EDWIN CLIFFORD (Inc.) OFFERS
THE INIMITABLE COflEDIAN
:

DAVE LEWIS

WRITTEN
FOR
LAUGHING

I

PURPOSES

OON T
DON T

DON'T

LIE

SongIN-Farce
Three Acts

TO
YOUR

By CAMPBELL B. CASAD

IFE

Every Wife Will Leave the Theatre With a Smile for Hubby
Direct from
Whitney Opera
House
Chicago

Company. Production, Electrical Effects,' Stage Settings',"
r
OF 'HIGH MERIT.

Equally so are the GIRLS and LEWIS'

SONGS

.

trices:
$1.50, $1.00

50c
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McDonald charges the sheep men
with land grabbing. LicDonald and
' ESTABLISHED 1871
the European corporations that own
him have grabbed SO.000 acres of
New Mexico lands, while the sheep
PUBLISHED BY
men lease 14.0U0. acres. It is not
THE OPTIC PUBLISHING CO.
lUCOHPOKiTka I
charged that the foreign cattle batons
have obtained these lands illegally,
EDITOR
L M. PADGETT
but is not the possibility of turiug
over the reins o New Mexico
to a man who will continue
to exploit the state In the interest
Emend at the Postollioe at East of foreign corporations full of (iffr
Mexico, for transmls-iui- i ace to the people oi cew juexici
I Vegas, New
through the United States Malls
o
as second class matter.
The constitution of New
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
provides that all taxation shalfc be
DAILY BY CARRIER
uniform, that the legislature nwj at
05 any time tax the output of mines jeud
Per Copy
II forests, that corporate property snaji;
One Week ...
M never be
One Month
,
exempted from taxation,'
17.60
Ou Tear
new
railroads for ajx years, and
DAILY BY MAIL
for the name period.,
factories
8.00 sugar
Ou Year
of , land shall be
tracts
that
large
t.Ot)
Six Months
taxed at the same rate j as ; small
WEEKLY OPTIC AND STOCK
tracts. No doubt the democratic, corGROWER
poration puppets like Marron arid
One 7oar
$2.00 McDonald want to amend the consti'
1.00
fcu Months
tution.
,
I'
o
In
Mall
for
Advance
(Cash
A.
Subscriptions.)
For such a fellow as Richard
Kemlt
draft, check or money Hanna, the people of New Mexico
order. If sent otherwise we will not have long had nothing but contempt.
ee responsible for loss.
In his own county he couldn't land
Specimen copies free on application.
a job as dog catcher, but so hard
ALL PAPERS DISCONTINUED
AT pressed are the democrats for JudicTHE EXPIRATION OF TIME
ial material that they, have the nerve
PAID FOR.
to nominate this fellow for the subench. God help us when our
Advertisers are guaranteed the preme
includes such men as he.
judiciary
ara- -t
dally and weekly circulation
if iuj newspaper in Northeastern
se Mexico.
There are some 6,000,000 sheep in
New Mexico.
The republican policy
of
in the new state
applied
protection
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 17, 1911.
means a profit from each sheep every
year of at least a dollar. The success
MIGUEL A. OTERO
of the democratic policy means a' loss
on each sheep of half a dollar fif history means anything. WhlchTwill' you
Contempt for the discredited
amusement for the opera have, gentlemen, a profit" o,Fitf milbouCe corporation
puppet Marron, lion, or a loss of three million? ?
o
for
such
loathing
dirty maligners as
H. J. Hagerman will appear, before
Hanna," but Miguel A. Otero is
recognition of any kind. The the people of Las Vegas this evening
barefaced effrontery, the supreme as a disgruntled and discredited poliaudacity of this man who for the tician. He made a reckless attack
past eighteen years has been holding upon some of the nest men in New
the most honorable offices In the gift Mexico,, lost out and instead of takof ti e republican party of New Mex- ing his medicine like a man, he has
ico, has never been equaled. Up to put In- - about all of his time evr,r
two weeks ago a candidate for of- -' since howling like a spoiled child.
o
fice upon the regular republican
t' ;'ict. and a candidate, too," for the
The man who makes grave charges
"
i 't.li office of governor which bvvthe which he cannot substantiate is a
.
o of tha republican party he held cowardly slanderer.
Mr. BursunThas
f
so many years, he, now, to? no made his whole public record as open
.
:or reason than that he failed of as the day and challenges a scintilla
'i ination,
attacks his life time oi proof to the contrary. :. .Let his
f
anti supporters. Well might hitherto shameless ' detractors meet
the challenge or have the decency to
.kespeare write:
'!' w, fc'ow, thou winter wind
hide their diminished heads'.- -'
,
art not so unkind
and ""discharged
Two discredited
As man's ingratitude."
The republican party of INew Mex-- . governors will now, tell the'nebple of
Ico remained loyal to Mr. Otero when New Mexico what' theyf tbinjt Jot each
'lie was disgracing himself, his friends other. It would "beihter'estlng if
and his party by his manner of living. their remarks upon the subject could
They have appreciated aright the dis- be placed In parage! Acolmns with
tinguished record of his family in their villiflcation of each, other Ave
i
and whenever
New Mexico
he years ago.
o
achieved anything of merit they
'Sftrftl till lowering
Tha
have been unstinted In their praise.
emocrat
No man can quarrel with those who rapidly and the"" Jcurnaf
It could
change their political coat as a re- would like to flopagains-sult of conviction. But Mr. Otero only receive the' prope ji fl&nclal ensupported the regular republican couragement. No, thanks, Danny, we
party of the territory up to the time wouldn't have yp'&$H,iZ .
he failed to be nominated governor.
hKifnornton demo
He made open threats that if he did
not receive the nomination he would cratic admlnlstralfo'n a'deflcft in the
bolt. He has belted.
territory of $127,339.71; ' a ' present
Mr, Otero, we challenge you to surplus In theeWjjflR $600,000.
takes
'show, the people of Las Vegas, your "You pays you$'i&9nie
former home, to the people who have your choice, gentlemen! t .
always been loyal to you and sup3 :
V.A-W
rn.
anv.n Tint
ported you, that you have any better
excuse for your shameless conduct corporations VnenfeTjery kjiUt he hon
than that you failed after eighteen estly owns, including, tnenrst nig grao
years of office holding to land another he made out et thOnnta Fe Pacific
office. Good riddance to you sir, and railroad, en$enate if Iwn corporations.
. At i
God save the republican party from
more of your Ilk.
Just telegrapn at random to any
o
man in the Icos Valley If you want
to ascertain thW sentiment f the peoKECK LESS DEFAMEK
ple down therwAQwapJHagerman's
The people oil this judicial district land and water policy.
0
are under great obligations to Hon. J,
Flood, the admitte$Mcreature of the"
It. McFie. They iMspect his ability.
honor his integrity and appreciate Cresapeake & Ohoi railroad, has the
vicious" attack up
the readiness with which he has ever audacity to make' a'
Mexico.
New'
on
in
corporations
served them. During a long term
without a judge in the district and
O. N. Marron wilftell the people of
daring various absences of judges.
Las Vegas what his bank will do with
to
sacrifice
much
at
McFie,
Judge
funds" If he should get
himself, came several times to Las the territorial
of the state.
to
be
treasurer'
to
hold
made
tedious
the
court,
"Vegas
drive to Mora, went to Colfax county,
and uot only that, every lawyer in the If conscience really makes cowards
district sent his business to Judge of men it ought to'tonvert "Gillie"
McFie at Santa Fe, without fear that Otero Into a comtpfeie nervous wreck.
the gentleman would regards the great
Hanna, Hagermah and "Gillie" ia
bunk a of additional and gratitious
the same bed. Ye Gods! did politics
work an imposition.
It will not be forgotten that the ever make stranger bed fellows.
0
dirty and unprincipled
not
McDonald
will
speak at Santa
Hanna, is the man who for years, for
,
no other reason than that he lacked Rosa. Wonder why?
brainj to present his cases properly
ia i ik 1, and hence failed to win them,
"Virtue Is its own reward," quoted
hrts Irapt up a bitter and unfounded
the
Wise Guy. "Yes, but there are
a
McFie.
What
itutl.' upon Judge
to care
travesty upon decency and honesty lots of people who don't seem
added
the
about
the
reward1
Simple
would
and justice, it
be if the spot"
less ermine so soon to be laid down Mug.
by Judge McFie should be donned by
this incapable, irresponsible slan
If the baby ne'vef Btopped yelling
derer, who was long ago kicked out its mother would say It was just envy
of Hn republican ranks.
that made the neighbors mention. Jt
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MUSTN'T JOKE WITH SCIENCE
Member of German Research Society
Hoaxes His Colleagues and Is
Promptly Expelled.

The phlegmatic German temperament lends itself little to the vagaries of the Jester, and when that phlegmatism Is ribbed with the spectacled
Importance of a German scientific society the slightest deviation from that
path of stupid ponderosity- - brings
quick rebuke and speedy vengeance.
German scientific reputation is a
weighty thing even when error makes
It ridiculous.
A member of the Caassel Scientific
Research Society of Frankfort has felt
the hand of both speedy vengeance
and swift rebuke, for he has been expelled from the learned society, publicly rebuked and is now threatened
with legal procedure all because his
vein of humor prompted him to take
advantage of his colleagues.
It happened In this manner. A skull
was recently found in the ancient grotto near Stemen and the playful research society savant pronounced It to
be a human skull of the prehlstorio
period.
The find was forwarded to the eminent anthropological expert of the
University of Breslau, Professor Herman Kladtsch, who declared it to be
the skull of a modern chimpanzee.
The author of the joke was prompt
ly and publicly rebuked.

Reforming
Mildred
Mildred was astonishingly proficient
In the gentle art of
She had a horror of permitting people

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York. Oct, 17. The' attlhidfl
of officials of the department of lu- tice toward the American Tobacco
company's plan of reorganization and
the revival of reports that action was
soon to be taken by the government
against the United States Steel cor
poration, combined to depress prices
materially In the morning session of
the stock market. United States Steel
was the weakest of the prominent Is
sues. Both Issues of American Tobacco bonds and the preferred stock
were heavy. Union Pacific fell below yesterday's low price and Readb
ing was under some pressure but
Valley was relatively firm. Nor
folk and Western rose 1
to 107.
The tendency of the prices was mv
ward in the second hour, but the re
covery consisted of only fractions and
the buying decreased steadily. Bonds
were easier.
Early losses were reduced to small
fractions during a alow hardening
movement that began around midday.
The upward movement attained
greater momentum In the latter nart
of the afternoon and "Union Pacific,
United States Steel and Reading rose
to a level slightly above yesterday's
close. Most stocks showed small
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to think herself or her possessions
"!
better than they really were. She
1
1
could not bear that any one should be!!
lieve she was trying to appear smarter or nicer than she was in reality. '
For instance, If a person casually
admired her bracelet, which was set
with tiny French brilliants that defied the criticism of anyone but an expert with a magnifying glass, Mildred
always spoke up hurriedly.
"They aren't real diamonds. ' you
know," she would
explain.
"They
'
look real, don't they?
But they
aren't."
When visitors chanced to remark
T7!
Tl A
on the beauty of the Flemish woodwork in her home she would hasten to
say: "But you know It isn't real oak
12,
It's Just pine stained. The effect Is
as
tell
couldn't
and
exactly
good
you
the difference unless it was explained
to you but it isn't real oak at all!"
One day she said to visitors: "No, Bains.
father Isn't rich enough to own an
The market closed stron. Trivial
automobile." Yet these same visitors fluctuations were the rule in the close
WOMEN IN NEWSPAPER WORK had'been assured ten minutes before
e ihour but the market maintained a
by her father that he disliked cheap
decided undercurrent of firmness.
cars
was
and
until
American
waiting
Edna Ferber, Who Has Tried It Her.
manufacturers did better work before
self, Tells About Their Life
' KANSAS CITY LIVESTOCK
as Reporters.
' he bought a machine.
Kansas City, Oct. 17. Cattle, re
Sometimes Mildred's despairing
Th? unusual life of th naurHnaivan.
ceipts 20,000 Including 2,000 southerns;
man has been dtvertlngly set forth by family would take her aside after such Market
steady. Native steers $5.0(
her.
with
In the
numerous writers, but the experiences outbursts and remonstrate
8. 35; southern steers ?4.005.25; as steers $4.106.16; Western steers added to the number already
of the newspaperwoman, the writer of Their words ranged from tearful supof
women,
This
stackersgathering
great
and
$4.25(3)7.20;
city.
to roaring threats, but the southern cowa and heifers 2.75
sod stones and "human Interest plication
of whom nearly a thousand are exeffect In all eases was precisely noth- 4.50; native cows 'and heifers 2.75 $3.205.75; cows and heifers; $2.00
views," has seldom been told so well
would
delegates, is
Mildred
her
turn
rather
j
pected as accredited
6.20; calves $5.509.25."
as by Miss Edna Ferber, herself a re- ing.
7.00; etockers and feeders $3.7J
her
convention
annual
upon
for
the
16h
eyes
here
prominent,
accusing
estimated
24,000.
at
Hogs,
receipts
porter of wide experience, who has mentor
5.75; bulls $3.254.40; calves $4.50
say: "Well, but It's true,
Ohio Federation of Women's
of
the
Market
to
lower.
shade
made It the background for
Lights
steady
nw Isn't It? andWhat's
western
steers
7.75;
$4.007.60;
wrong about telling
hea- clubs.
Following a reception at the
novel, "Dawn O'Hara." Miss Ferber the truth?"
$5.156.75; mixed $6.056.75;
western cows $2.754.75.
mases uawn, her journalistic heroine,
club tonight the convention
Colonial
$6.
75;
vy
056.
rough
stea$6.056.25;
As time went on her family deHogs, receipts 16,000. Market
say regarding her own craft:
its formal opening tomorwill
have
to
choice
heavy $6.256.75;
of ever finding a cure for this dy. Bulk of sales $6.156.45; heavy good
If a woman reporter were to burst spaired of Mildred's
in the assembly room of
row
bulk
mind. They $6.30SJ6.45;
sales
$6.35
morning
of
pigs
obliquity
$3.505.90;
packers and butchers
into tears every time she saw some- would sacrifice much In order to Jolt
the Hollenden hotel. Three days will
6.65.
$6.
60;
lights $6.106.45; pigs
thing to weep over she'd be.
her Into a
tactful state of
Sheep, receipts estimated at 42,000. be spent in the transaction of business
about with a red nose and puffy eye- conscience. becomingly
concluded It $4.255.50.
finally
They
Market
weak. Native $2.254.00; and in the discussion of a wide range
lids half the time. Scarcely a day was
Market
18,000.
Sheep, receipts
hopeless.
western
her'
not
brine
passes that does
fane tn
$2.504.00; yearlings $3.70 of subjects of general interest such
It Irritated Mildred's mother to sail steady. Muttons $3.004.75; lambs
face with human suffering in some out In a brand-nenative $4.005.00; as conservation, home economics, In4.50;
lambs,
from
made
gown
$4.255.50; range wethers and year western
rorm. Not only must she see these an old one sent her
" dustrial and social conditions affect$4.006.00.
by a rich aunt lings $3.254.50; range ewes $2.50
things, but she must write of thnm
afed then to hear her daughter chirp:
ing women and children, libary exten3.75.
that those who read can also see "You'd never guess mother hadn't
sion, art education and a loan scholarthem. And Just because she does not gone downtown and bought that goods
CLUB WOMEN MEET
fund. Interspersing the business
ship
wail and tear her hair and faint she by the yard, would
CHICAGO LIVESTOCK
Cleveland, O., Oct. 17. The streets sessions will be a number of the featyou? Aunt Sarah
popularly is supposed to be a flinty. is so much larger than mother that
Chicago, Oct 17. Cattle, receipts of Cleveland were crowded today with ures of ehtertalinment
Mrs. Addison
uiBareiie-smoiincreature who ramcut down nicely for her!"
estimated at 8,000. Market steady to visiting club women from all parts F.
pages up and down the land, seeking things
will preside
of
Broomhall,
In response to her mother's some shade
Troy,
Whom she may rend with her pen and what heated remhrks after this parlower. Beeves $4.808.65. Tex- - of Ohio, and the arrival of each train over the sessions.
t ;
gazing
upon scenes of horrid ticular performance Mildred retorted,
bloodshed."
shocked:' "Why, you actually weren't
.....
trying to make them think it was new
when It wasn't, were you? That
Mechanical. Lightning Calculator.
.
The clerical staffs of many rtt th would be deceiving them!"
Of course, this reply would floor
big Insurance companies have of late
years been considerably reduced by any perfectly good mother. Still, as
Mildred's mother said. It was infuriatthe employment of mechanlco.1
culators.
ing to have a daughter so devoid of
One of these, the In van t Inn nf a common sense.
Mildred was just as downright In
.
German, Is a comnact little afr.tr
Bembling a music box. It may be regard to abstract things, too. She
made to perform almost instantane- carefully explained that her brother's
ously the most portentous sums in ad- - eyes dldnt really fail him at college.
but that he was expelled because he
union, subtraction, multiplication by
one or two factors, division. imHia got into so many scrapes. She also
-PRESENTS-and cubing. It is required, for In pointed out that, event though he did
a
have
his
character
prominent
jaw,
stance, to multiply D3LI75 by 934. lacked decision and
that he threw his
The first factor is set by touching litthings on the floor instead of hangtle knobs representing 631,975.
To multiply by the other factor you ing them up.
So when she became engaged to Ruturn a handle four times, push along
Price her family, hot spits of their
ral
a slide one place and turn the handle
were relieved. They
disappointment,
twice, then push the handle nine felt that henceforth Mildred would
be
umes.
xne long multiplication kept busy
pointing ,ont .all of Rufus'
Is how doae, without the
possibility defects and faults and sins to htm, so
of error so far as the machine Is con- that '
they would get a mseh needed
cerned, and the dial shows 491,644,000. rest ..
; " .'
In the same mechanical way may be
If there was anything Rufus had in
done an the other arithmetical pro- abundance it was faults. If he had
cesses.
stood ten miles away and let you fire
a shot at him it would have been Impossible to escape hitting s fault or
Bibles Furnished Pres.
so. The more Mildred's family thought
Young couples who furnish their
flats under the direction of a Third about It the more Rufus appeared to
avenue furniture house are bound to them like a great blessing.
V
4
begin housekeeping in pious frame of
They were talking it over one even
mind. For every $50 worth of furniwhen
was
Mildred
.7
supposed to be
ture they buy, either for cash or on ing
1
the installment plan, the dealer makes upstairs.
Is so homely.; said Mildred's
"He
them a present of a' Bible.
moiner, ana so awKward, and so
"I Just got in a case of fine Bibles slow
"And he'll never make a dollar," in
yesterday," he said, "and as soon as
they are gone I shall laydn another terrupted Mildred's father.
"And his temper!" suggested Milsupply. Before I went into the furniture business I was a book agent The dred's brother. "Gee! Cross grain
peeps I got then Into people's homes ed!"
showed a deplorable lack of Bibles,
Then they all stared at , Mildred.
especially among the young couples. who, apparently, had risen ont of the
I did not have much chance to rem- fioor.
-. .
i
.
,.
She breathed hard. "I should think
edy the defect then, for I was not
all
be
ashamed
of
Bibles
you'd
and anyhow I wouldn't
handling
yourselves!"
Style, Snap and Quality shown in
every line. The styles
have been In a position to give them she stormed. "To malign a perfectly
are now definitely determined.-B- uy
away, but since I have gone Into this wonderful man like Rufus! Homely!
now and get thorough ser-vic- e
business I can afford to throw in a Where are your eyes? He has a
And
face!
Bible with every $60 purchase.MNew
Just be
strong
for the entire year out of one of our 191M2
models.
cause he doesn t hop around like a
York Times.
dancing master is no sign that he is
awkward! He has the sweetest dis
Meat and Cancer.
As to making
position on earth!
In view of the fact that meat, and money, if he Isn't ten times smarter
than any of the men In his family I'd
especially fresh meat, is comparatively very cheap in Australia, and in con- like to know it!. He Is perfectly
sequence its use probably very much splendid, and you can Just all apolo
more general than in any other coungise!"
ill
"We apologise, all right," gasped
I
try, it may be interesting on account
of meat being frequently associated her brother, who was the first of the
with cancer to note the Incidence of family to recover. "If falling in love
with Rufus has reformed you we shall
this disease.
In 1908 the total number of deaths never cease to sing his praises!"''
reported In the Commonwealth was
.
To the Bitter End.
Of this number 2,921, or 6.29
46,426.
Thb
Mrs. Smith is opMrs. Brown-Jone- s
per cent., were due to cancer. If the
nomination
Can't
your
bitterly.
posing
Is
estimated at 4,600,000
population
kjm
the incidence would be one death per you conciliate her In any way?
Mrs. Smith It is Impossible. Twen
annum in every 1,640 of the populayears ago i said that her baby
tion. This rate Is very much lower
than that of the United States. Great was small for its age, Harper's Maga- Britain or Germany. Medical Record. sine.
ZJL
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F. J. Cascorlas of Santa Fe arrived
this morning from his iome on business,
The man who does ihs
T. C. Searle came in from
the
weigMnJ.
measuring
Lliist. nJstht and was in the city today
the man who knows how
on business.
and why the man on
Otwl
whom everything depends.
(t.r.Uuud Ff
J. G. Shaw, a fireman oh tha Santa
Out responsibility is never
with
visit
left
this
afternoon for ft
Fe,
Ntuth iuUilu.
AhMtot (iUu
lost sifiht of tor a moment
relatives la' Arkansas.
Mwvkl. lUtkor itret
la
out,
in prescription filling. Every
Hera
Charles Gains, a ranchman from the
o a home run t tbe t'sM Ml
prescription
leaving our
vicinity of Levy, was In Las Vegas to
Ta nu4 wwut IM, Th
bleacher.
store is faultless from any
day on a business trip.
dv-Urft hit by Mvrphy
standpoint that you may
John D. W. Veedcr returned last umpire
tout
blV
wiWl Murphy's
take. You may feet safe
night fcon an extended trip to hi o'.d hit then threw wild. Murphy taklnu
and sure if we fill our
home in' New York state.
second- - Payi out, Meyers to Mmkle.
prescription.
J. C. Brown trawling auditor for
IhUd. A"
tt mnrm- the Harvey house system arrived from ; Murphy taking
Ing up. Bry out, Hot'iog to Mwkle.
the south this afternoon.
One rua.
Mrs. C M. Straussen left this afterWINTERS DRUG CO
New York, Mathewson fanned, Pe- with
visit
noon for an extended
vore poypfd out to llakor. Doyle
frienda and relatives in Oklahoma.
Phone Main 3
tanned. No runs.
10
this
Harry Leahy took train No.
Tenth inning. Athletics: iJipp out
afternoon for Victor, Colo., where he Fletcher to Mrkle,
Coombs Med
will enter' the employ of a mining
to Doyle, Lord out, Fletcher to
company.
No vuua.
Merkle.
Judge E. V. Long accompanied by
walked.
New York:
line of Chil- O. ' N. Marron of Albuquerque, left Murray sacrificed.Snodgraas
Coombs to Davis.
lasknight for Raton in the interests of Soodgrasa was out attempting to
Misses, Ladies', the
democratic party.
steal third, Lapp to Baker. Baker's
Bosin
clerk
the
Vicente
Montoya,
Uuder-wear-sinuniform was torn to shreds by Snod-grasgle
Men's
Boys
ton 'clothing house, will leave tomorspikes. Baker 'was spiked in
pieces or row afternoon for El- Paso to attend both legs and one arm out pmcfcir
the statehood Jublleawalked.
resumed
play. . Merkle
union
in plain,
George Arnot, manager of the Gross Merkle out stealing, Lapp to Collins.
branch establishment at
No runs,
fleecelined, wool, wool Kelly
arrived ..from the Duke (Eleventh Inning. Athletics: Old- on business.
ring out, Hensog to Merkle. Collins
silk, cotton and silk. City this morning
Miguel A. Otero arriv singled to left. Baker gotan infield
ed
from Santa Fe to at- hit on Herzog's poor throw to Merkle
Come in and price tendthistheafternoon
progressive republican meet who let the ball drop. Collins took
at the opera house.
third and Baker went to second. Colyou buy ingBentonight
Strickfadden went north thds lins scored when Fletcher fumbled
afternoon and will be away the rest Murphy's hit Baker taxing third
or not.
of the week on business. He expects Baker scored on Davis' single to
to end up in Raton at the county fair. right. Murray threw Murphy out at
Earl
Norton, accompaned
by third. Herzog taking the throw. Da
Charles Hedgecock, will leave the vis out, stealing,5 Meyers to Doyle,
city tonight for El Paso where they Two runs.
will attend the statehood celebration.
New York: Herzog
doubled to
Phone Main 104
C. Clay, consul of the Las Vegas left Fletcher filed to Lord. Meyers
lodge of the Modern Woodmen of out Collins to Davis. Becker batting
went to Santa Fe this af- for Mathewson. Herzog scored when
Do
America,
P.
to
forget
ternoon to attend the banquet given to Collins fumbled Becker's hit. Becker
see our line of Ladies', the men members of the Santa Fe out stealing second, Lapp to Collins.
Mr. Clay helped in the ini- One run.
Hisses' and Children's lodge.
The score hy innings:
tiation of these men and is a special
R. H. E.
to
of
ceremonies
invited
the
the
Coats, Suits and Dresses. evening.guest
0 000000010
9 2
Phila
5
3
Dr. and Mrs. J .M. Cunningham New York 0010000000
The Box Score.i "
and daughter, Miss Helen, will leave
AB R H PO A E
Athletics.
tonight for "'EI 'Paso, where they will
....6- - 0 0 6 0 0
WOMEN ATTEND
state Lord, If
attend the New Mexico-Arizon- a
.5 0;.O 0 0 0
hood eelebratiothT Miss- - Cunningham Oldring, ct
5 1 2 6 4 2
2b
Collins,
Siswill remain for a visit with her
5 2 2 2 1 0
FARM CONGRESS ter, Mrs. J. H. Clary, and Dr. and Mrs. Baker, 3brf
0 0 2 0 0
.....5
Murphy,
Cunningham will return to Las Vegas
5 0 2 10
.1...
lb
Otvls,
lr. about a week.
3 0 2 1 4 0
Barry, ss
Rev. S .Alonzo Bright, superintend
TAKING ACTIVE PART IN THE IN4 0 1 8 6 3
c
ent of the English and Spanish mis Lapp,
TERNATIONAL MEETING IN
0 0 0.1
Coombs,
......4
COLORADO SPRINGS.
sions of the Methodist Episcopal
church of New Mexico, after spend
41 3 9 33 16 2
Totals .....
Colorado Springs, Oct 17. The ing Sunday In Las Vegas as the guest.
ABR H PO A E
New York
feature of the second day of the Sixth of Rev. E."Ci Anderson, left last night Devore, If ....
.4 0 0 0 0 0
l
Dry Farming Congress for Denver and points in Kansas. He Doyle, 2b .
0 5 6 0
...4
was the convening of the First Inter- preached sat the - First Methodist Snod
0 3 0 0
of
...3
grass,
national Congress of Farm Women.
church of this city 'both, morning and
0 2 1 0
.v.2
rf
Murray,
Ifore than 100 women from .. 21 evening and the many people who Merkle, lh ..
0 It 1 0
;.:3
states have registered. Among those heard him enjoyed his remarks.
1 4 3 3
3b
...3
Herzog,
whe participated were Miss Inga M.
0 3 4 2
Judge E. R, Wright was here a Fletcher, ss ..
...4
K. Allison, of the Fort Collins State short time yesterday on his way home Meyers, o ...
4 0
1
...4
Agricultural college, who gave a prac- from Raton, where he heard eases in Mathewson, p
0
0
...3
tical demonstration of variety in court for Judge Clarence J. Roberts, zBecker .....
...1 0
meats on the farm; Mrs. Mary Pierce While here' Judige Wright signed an
e
Ygji zue, professor of domestic
order discharging J. B. Brnnsdon of
'..31 2 3 33 22 5
Totals
at the Kansas State Agricul- Clayton as" a bankrupt. Brnnsdon re- x Batted for ' Mathewson In the
'
tural 'college, who spoke on
'.'.'.". '1
cently was adjudged a bankrupt His eleventh, r' ,
H.
Melvinof
A.
Mrs.
and
and
about
Talaes,"
tils
$900
assets amounted to
Summary: Two, base hits," Barry- Sedan. Mont, who took "Dairying' liabilities $1,000.' Mr. Brnnsdon will Hersog. Home run, ."Baker. Sacrifice
:aa ker subject
he able vf 'pay'lall his' accounts In hits, -- Barry, Murphy. Stolen bases
At the farmers institute interesting full, tt is 'belfevedr .' r r
Barry, Collins. Double plays. Doyle
.diMuasionB of Possible Products in
to ' Fletcher. Left on bases, Phila
W.
Dry Fanning Areas" were led toy
delphia 6, New York 1. First base on
Fraak Gardner, of Sturgis, S. V.;
balls, oft Coombs, 4. First base on
Professor H.M. CottreU. agricultural TWO TALESMEN
errors, Philadelphia, 3; New York, 1,
of the Rock Island, rail--coausteeioner
Struck out, by Coombs, 7; by Math
ewson 3., Time, 2:17. Umpires At
road, and Professor B. H. Webster,
dean of the Kansas Agricultural ColARE EXCUSED plate, Brennan; on the bases, Con
lege.
nolly; left field, Klem; . right field.
were
Dineen.
Among those who read papers
Professor F. E. Waggoner, machinery
THE WORK OF SECURING A JURY
espert of Chicago; Senor Eng.
IN THE M'NAMARA CASE IS
Juarez, Mexico; P. I Bolley,
IMPORTANT COMMERCE
STILL IN PROGRESS
College,
jNorth Dakota Agrfcultural
and W. R. Motherwell, minister of
COMMISSION RULING
Canada.
Los Angeles, Oct 17. With two
agriculture of Saskatchewan, fnterna-tioathe
the
of
talesmen
passed
temporarily
by
session
first
The
Codefense 'and a third under examinaCongress of Agricultural
Stations
opened
tion, the murder trial of James B. RAILROADS ARE FORBIDDEN TO
lleges and Experiment
CANCEL C0NTRACT8 WITH
McNamara went, forward today with
at 2 o'clock this afternooa
OTHER ROADS
considerable speed. r.
B.. McNamara, oh trial for
James
U.
T.
W.
C
MASSACHUSETTS
Washington, Oct 17. All railroads
17. A large the murder of Charles J. Haggerty,
Holyoke, Mass., Oct.
are forbidden by the interstate com
Los
the
in
killed
was
Angeles
who
marked
and enthusiastic attendance
annual Times explosion a year ago, seemed merce commission, today to cancel
the opening here today of theChristian to be one of the few fairly comfort rate contracts with other roads when
convention of the Woman's
court room In the such action will result In a raise of
of Massachusetts. able persons in the
Temperance Union
At the opening of freight rates.. The decision followed
- Lent Stevenson pre--- summer-lik- e
heat
Mrs. Katherineafter-- : t he court t&e Jury, box was filled again an investigation of the Northern Pa
sided at the initial session this
address by the addition of ).wa veniremen, re- cific's increase of eastbound lumber
noon and delivered her annual
by placing Z. T. NelsofilandF. F. Cross rates from Oregon and Washington
followed
was
a3 president, which
At both of whom were excused yesterday. points on the Tacoma and Eastern
the reports of the other officers. conTalesmen H. Y. Quackenbush, aged railroad.
the
the succeeding sessions of until
Fri- 65 years, was examined by Attorney
continue
will
vention, which
will in- Clarence S. Darrow, chief of counsel
day, the prominent speakers recently for the defense,
R0DGER3 8TILL FLYING
morning ses
W.
Strout,
clude Miss Flora
3t
E. siott of court.
i
McAlester, Okia., Oct 17. Aviator
Frances
Mrs.
and
from Japan,
Robert F, Bain kid 'JaW., Roberts C. P .Rod gers left here at 7:30 o'clock
the Kentucky
Beauchamp, president of
talesmen passed for the "present, this morning." He followed the tracks
the
W. C- - T. TJ. C
;'.
were held subject to further examina- of the Missouri, Kansas and Texas
to peremptory railroad and started south at high
less of a fol tion by either side, of
A wise man is merely
;
speed.
challenge. .
than the average,..
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The Best Stove
Line in Town

STROUP

13 ADMIRABLY

Our Line of Brassware Is Unexcelled
WE CARRY

HE

Hrs

OCTOPER

LAMPS

QUALIFIED

CANDELABARA
CANDLE STICKS

CAN qi DATE
FOR
SUPERINTENDENT OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.

REPUBLICAN

MIRRORS
SMOKERS SETS

,

JARDINIERE
4
Age 39 yeurs.
Horn In Illinois.
Worked on a farm.

t

Worked his way
schools and normal
Went to Kansas as
Taught school.
Graduated from

v'

r
f

FERN

ROBERT J.
;
JEWELER

'
through
colleges,
a boy.

t

I

DISHES

TAUPERT
OPTICIAN

business

college.

Graduated from Harper

Nor- -

New

mal school.

Kansas f
from
Graduated
4- State Normal school.
Took post graduate course.
winter,
Taught school in
worked on farm in summer f
to earn money to finish the
4 courses Jn higher institutions
.
of learning.
Holds life certificate to
v'
teach in schools of Kansas.
f Came to Albuquerque 12'. ' ' 4;
years ago.
4Was teapher, principal and 4
4- of Albuquer- - 4- for 'wood or coal in 4 sizes, also
superintendent
4- que City schools.
4 Was superintendent of the 4
4
4 schools at DemlngL
4 Was elected county superln- - 4 made by the P. D. Beckwlth Estate.
tendent of schools of Berna-- ' 4' $.50 for the $6.50 Oak Heaters, 11 In
4 lillo county in 105 and holds 4 $6.50 for the $8.50 Oak Heaters, 13 In.
$8.50 for the $10 Oak Heaters, 15 in.
4 that position now.
4 Took part in good govern- - 4 15c for 25c Stove Pipes, 5 or 6 Inch.
4 ment 'move In Albuquerque 4- 1.0c for 25c Stove Damper, 5 or 6 inch.
4 15c for 25c Elbows, 5 or 6 inch.
4 and Bernalillo county.
the New
STOVES SET UP AND BLACKENED.
Is member of
4 Stove Boards 45c and up.
4 Msxlco Bar.
44
Is married.
1-'

-

Statehood Jubilee
El Petso. Texets. October
j

i-

-

The Great Round Oak

5
4 Blankets and Comforts at
off up to and including Wednes

444'4-4-

Most of the candidatas on the re
publican state ticket are men who in

their youth had a hard struggle to
make ends meet, who had to earn
their owij way and were compelled to
fight for the education that they re

day, October 18. ,

75he

1911

'Fa.re for the Hound Trip $15.25
Return limit October 25, 19X1,'
..Passengers wishing to make the side trip to Mexico City may-dso on; depositing return portion of ticket with
City Ticket
Agents National Lines of Mexico, at El Paso and payment of
136.30 in gold. Tickets will be extended sixteen
days for this
purpose. '"''"."

o

D.

LBATCHELOR.,
Agent

r

CHAS. LEWIS

Rosenth al
Opposite

1.

Tickets.on sale October 17, 18, 19, 1911

-

-

19-2-

:

The Colonial Oak

-

Mexico-Arizon- a.

TAILOR FOR MEN

Y. M. C. A.

ceived. Andrew B fitroub, candidate lctendent in 1905 and his
Every thingfJMade at Home Stylish and Up-to-dfor superintendent of public instruo in 1907, as well as the nomination
tion is among these. He is one of the unanimously at the state convention
i
,; Bring in Your (Cleaning and Pressing
few lawyers on. the republican ticket, at Las Vegas. The progress of the
a profession that overcrowds the county schools under his direction
democratic "state ticket, hut he does has been nothing short of remark
'
WILL DOLL BUILDING
603, LINCOLN
not practice law. having devoted his able.
Mr. Stroup, like all real busy men,
life since maturity, to the cause of
education. ' He is one of the younger found time for broadening out, for
men on the republican ticket but acquiring knowledge in new fields,
and in 1906 was admitted to practice
next October will turn forty.
Mr. Stroup gained .his first political before the supreme court of New
laurels when he took an active and Mexico. He is a progressive in edu
If it may be termed a scieace mast
energetic part in helping to give Al- cational and political matters and nn
include a means of presenting the
buquerque and Bernalillo county good eloquent and convincing speaker.
Mr. Stroup is married, Mrs. Stroup
government." The task was successtremenproposition to the greatest number
being a woman of atrong Intellectu
fully accompllslhea against
dous odds and much or the credit be- ality and culture, who will undoubted
of prospectire buyers. To reach this
longs to him. That he was sincere ly prove a charming acquisition to
In his zeal for good government, and Santa Fe society, when; Mr." Stroup
class in the southwest use the
is demonstrated by assumes his place at the capital as
not
the fact that 'he refused to make the one of the first state officials.
shibboleths of that good government
.
campaign a cloak in future political
battles as some of his then associ- HEARST MAN HERE
ates are doing.
-- Mr. Stroup was .bora at Loda, IlliTO AID DEMOCRATS
nois, on Octobei1 1, 1872. He attended
the rural schools' of Illinois until he
"Brother" Smith has worn a Maroon
was, ten, when hU' parents removed EDWARD RAINEY
OF SAN FRAN
uniform for the last time, wish him
to Eldorado, Kansas, and two years
CISCO EXAMINER 13 IN SANTA
the beat of luck and hl broad grin
later to a farm at Harper, Kansas.
FE AT HEADQUARTERS
wiu be missed by everybody next sea
Between working on the farm and at
son. The three Indians showed class
tending the rural schools, young
GO
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct 17. Edward
here and the directors realized that
Stroup prepared Wmself for" entrance
ExmrnAnSan
of
Francisco
the
to the Harper Normal School and Rainey
they were too good to be Dlayta out
of the tag leagues but they honed
Business College and when 19 years er arrived in the city last night to aid
But the democratic central committee in
of age began teaching shool.
against the inevitable that the boys
"
t
for more knowledge and its publicity work.
might again help bring the championMr. Rainey came at the request of
greater attainments In his chosen
ship of New Mexico to Las Vegas.
M EM BER.,.QF,- THIS- , YE AR'S
MA
This makes the fourth offer received
vocation, caused him to enter the William R. Hearst, who, it is said on
ROONS HAS BEEN SIGNED BY
Kansas' State Normal school In 1894 good authority, had been appealed to
by Maroon players to enter league ball,
N EW "YORK SCOUT
He had to leavat frequent inter by the democrats to lead newspaper
which shows that Lias Vegas had a
vals to earn sufficient money to con- add. Mr. Rainey was registered at the
championship team in the 1911 sea
He did this by Palace Hotel where be was at first
tinue his course.
It Beem? jio that ia signing "Broth- - son, wicks and Nelson played well
on
the
farms in summer, mistaken for the congressman of the er"
in the tournament at the Duke City
working
catcher,
Smltln,,.the,
were handicapped by being with
teaching school In winter and attend same name from Illinois. Or perhaps
but
of
the
Gear
Pals
Manager
Topeka one
lng the State formal in spring. Dur it was one of James Canruthers' little
of the weaker aggregations.
Western Leue teanu had a motive
ing this period his mother died ana jokes, for Mr. Rainey was soon be- other than
securing him, tor his own
it. was not until June, 1899, that he sieged by democrats and others, who
crew. The. fact is he. was looking up
ADMIRAL MARSHALL RETIRES
left the State Normal after taking) a asked him about California politics,
the big . Indian for the New, York
post graduate course. He had at- especially about the woman suffrage
Washington, Oct 17. Having reach
Giants. At least this la the latest in ed the
tained his ambition, had secured a wave.
age limit for active service
life certificate to teach in Kansas,
Mr. Rainey offered to talk on any baseball line receivedi from Albuquer- Rear Admiral William A. Marshall,
and threw himself with energy into thing but woman suffrage. He said: que, where the deal between Smith one of the most popular and efficient
his chosen work.
We democrats believe in California and Gear came off, Don W. Lusk, for officers of the navy, was placed on the
He was teacher of mathematics and thai? there is a democratic wave merly city - editor , of The Optic and retired list today by operation of law.
science in the Albuquerque schools in sweeping the country and that it Is now with the Albuquerque Journal has Recently Rear Admiral MarshaU has
written to friends here it la believed been In command of the
1899. - He was elected principal of
Norfolk navy
going to envelop New Mexico. I am
those schools in li 00. ' In 1901, he frank to admit that Is my belief. Smith will join the Giants next year.- - yard. The vacancy In the list of rear
was elected superintendent of schools While in New Mexico I shall do what He says that "Brother" was the big admirals resulting from hia retireof Demlng. ; The public schools of I can to aid the democratic press gest sensation ever seen on the Albu- ment has been filled by the
promotion
'
querque field. He batted .600 and of Captain Frank P. Fletcher.
the Windmill City became known as bureau."
4
.
fielded 1.000, putlng it all over Clema model all over the southwest. But
Mr. Rainey said that San Francisco
Albuquerque permitted him to remain is awaiting with keen interest the ens of the Pueblo Western league
PYTHIANS IN SESSION
at Deming only one year, and in 1902, opening of the Panama canal, the full team and outshining Eddie Noyes, the
elected him superintendent
111., Oct
17. Twelve
of its importance of which not even the Oklahoma City star.
Springfield,
I Smith did not do so well but hundred membera of the Knights of
schools.
The good work he accom most sanguine and wise San Francis
plished in that capacity is most elo can can estimate. Mr. Rainey says showed enough class to sign up with Pythias, representing local lodges of
quently described again and again In that his city is preparing to hold the Topeka team for a try out. "Chief the order throughout the state, gathLockhart will go also to Topeka next ered in the capital today for the
the Albuquerque Morning Journal of the
greatest fair held in the worid's
Lusk says "Chief" played great
the past eight years, as Is also the apyear.
,''"',
annual convention of the
tft
history.
t
ball In the tournament and the Indians Illinois grand lodge.
preciation of, the community for his
The sessions
were all as classy if not more so than will last, three days and will be prework for civic betterment and political purity.
All thing's the hustler doesn't want any of the league, player?.
This work gave him the
sided over by Grand Chancellor John
nomination for county school super- - come to him who waits.
The Las Vegas fans, even though li. Vaughn of Carllnvllle.
ate
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VERITABLE

HEED OF DUST ifrOLCH
Many Crops

taved

- Finely Pulverized Soli
6urfco Will Conserve Mole,

Blanket-

the
(

Ordinarily when

onditlona.
tnsure
the

.

amount of moisture.
Fortunately water is In sufficient
supply as a rule to make the ordinary crops on most of the arable
land. Of course, In the arid regions
the water supply Is obtained from
Streams, created mainly by melting
bnows, and, as a rule, the irrigation
(companies know Just about what
water can be supplied, and the man
who haa a farm on which he can put
water from an Irrigation plant Is far
jbore certain of results than one who
Wets his water supply by the acts of
providence.
i
The Irrigation farmer is therefore
far more certain as to the outcome of
Ms crops than those in the rain belt,
vho get little or much water, accord
ng to the rainfall.
Tns water supply Is therefore the
noRf' uncertain and most Important
Jn the greater portion of the arable
lands of this country, says a writer In
Ft.rra Progress. This Is so well
known that no farmer who has
farmed on Irrigated land, having an
abundance of water. Is willing to go
lbtck to the old method and put his
dependence on "Providence."
It is a most Important point to
know whether, under normal conditions, farming in any humid section
can be as safe, free from risk, and
profitable as the business can be
made when one can turn on the wa-'tas he needs without reference to
rainfall.
I think that all farmers who have
studied the water question in connection with crop making, will agree
with me, that a great deal can be
Gone to conserve the moisture from
all natural resources, and that often a
good crop can be made by
management
't is hardly safe to say that the
v ifall that Is usual In the spring is
!
cient to make a crop without
i '
rain, but all observant men
learned that the rational con-- f
ntlon of moisture can often make
r '
crops, when the neglect of
f
will be certain to cause a fail- led

us," Interrupted

er

if-ir- ly

'

:

Tl)!s Is a very Important point, and
Jn some seasons it is absolutely vital
(to tho making of a fair crop. There Is

io mystery about this; the point to
keep In mind is to prevent evaporation of the water' from the soil.
It cannot be done entirely;, touch
(water will evaporate In spite of us,
and much will go on down below the
reach of plant roots; but In seasons
of only erdlnary drought It Is possible to conserve enough moisture to
tnalie a fair crop of corn, tobacco, potatoes and other hoed crops.
TJe "dust mulch," or blanket of
fclneiy pulverized soil on the surface,
fcay three or four Inches deep, will
Jbtop the waste of water almost entirely.. In fact, If the soil Is kept
fetlrrjei on the surface quite often. It
knay"
truthfully Bald that all the
moKfnre may be kept In the ground
for X'ic. use of the crops.
Of' course, we can never tell at the
"best-- ' '!nj; of the season, whether It Is
fjoivT to be a wet season or a dry
cm?, v i;t If a man cultivates with
tefer. nee to keeplpg the moisture In
fche .!!. it will be all the better in
cao of a very wet season, and It may
(bo fi", salvation of the crop In case
icf fv"re drought. Bo it is wise to
?

;p"p ;!iis In mind.
H

!m

therefore very important for

one tn plant no more land than he

can 'cultivate perfectly, and always
season to keep the soil
In
to a depth of two or three
Btlrrr
incV !, No matter whether the cultl-nti- c
n is
actually needed or not,
fcUn-ip.s often as possible a few
of the surface will stop the
ncti
est"!' o as absolutely as a cover of
kehfift iron.
who doubt this method of
crops from suffering
by
jfeavijprcrHit should try this method thorough 'y It takes labor, but It may
knve.tM crops. I know from expedT

,

.

Th-.ir-

ience

v

Grace.

"Not this one. She is simply mar
velous, predicts miraculous events and
gives you the most wonderful dates.'
"For Instance?" asked Grace, du
biously.

"At the age of sixty-nin- e
I will meet
a serious Illness, but will re
cover."
"I hope you will have recovered
your senses by that time and not believe in every fake fortune teller or
palmist."
"I'm not superstitious, but on this
very date she prophecled that a tall
dark young man would Invite me to
the theater and come what may, under no condition should I refuse, aa
he would propose."
"Who is the tall dark, mysterious
gent?" "Why, Charles Charleton, of course,
whose invitation I accepted immediately for tonight."
"Astonishing! Surprising! Charles
always seemed a confirmed bachelor
to me," exclaimed Grace. "He Is so
attentive to all the girls."
"Little did I think I would be the
fortunate one. How the girls will envy
me, the wife of eucha handsome, cultured, clever lawyer," said Juliette in
a delighted, blissful tone.
When Charles called for Juliette
that evening, he found her waiting for
him looking as pretty as a lily all In
white. She greeted him more cordially than ever and seemed to listen Intently to even the most trivial remark. All the time she was pondering. "How, when and where will he
say those glorious words that can so
easily be answered in one little word
of three letters?"
"You seem radiant with happiness,"
Charles commented.
"I'm always happy when I'm with
you," she answered as they left the
theater, where she had not heard one
word of the play.
"Then I'm all the sorrier," commenced Charles, "to tell you that next
week I Intend moving to New York."
"Doesn't he think I'd more away,"
wondered Juliette. "Why, I'd go to
the depths of Africa with the man I
cared for." Aloud, she managed to
ask, "Why?"
"A
legal firm want a
single young man to look after one
department of their business and I
have accepted their offer, which means
successful future."
"Accept my congratulations," said
Juliette. "But you will not always be
single?"
"For a long time to come," explained Charles. "That's the reason
I'm nloe to all the girls, so none can
take my attentions seriously."
"Not even If you admired the girl
greatly," asked Juliette, fast losing
confidence In Madame Fantella,
'
"No, because my mother on her
death-be- d
exacted a promise from me
that I would not marry until my, 'sisters were married. As the kids are
only seven and nine years now, my
benedict days are In the dim future."
Charles was so interested in telling
about his run of affairs and prospects'
that he failed to notice how listless
'
and weary Juliette was. ':, '.,
"I: shall pever forget what, a pleasant evening I spent," he said as he
left her.
"I'll never ferget It either," thought
Juliette, tearing tne calendar to
shreds. "That I have wasted three
weeks of ny life thinking, hoping and
dreaming of that conceited fool!
Madame Fantella Is certainly wonderful in predicting occurrences that
don't occur."
with

'

well-know- n

;

There will also be long, silky
growing there. After a year old
hairs disappear, as also do the
fceins, :md the skin grows white and
(veinics. Tbe difference can be seen
Sbc a fUnoe.

Gaynor's Bible Neglected.
On his tour Mayor Gaynor of New.
York stopped at Great Harrington to
look at the library of the town, to
which, 14 years ago, while a summer
resident there, he presented a copy
of the Bible.
At that time he wanted a copy for
reference in preparing a speech he
was to make and was shocked to find
that there was no copy of the Bible
In the generous collection of bound
volumes of which the town had always been proud. He gave a copy
.
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Meets second and
evening of each
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H. Hunker, Exalted Ruler; D. W.
Condon, Se: retary.
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ers cordially invited.
ATE8 FOR CLASSIFIED
ADVER William
H. Stapp, W. M.; Chas. H.
KNIGHTS OF CCLUMBUS, COUNCIL
TISEMENTS
Spoileder, Secretary.
..NO. 804. -- Meets second and fourth
Five cents per line each Insertion
to a
estimate six ordinary word
Thursday in O. R. C. hall. Pioneer
LAS VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 2,
No
Visiliug members are cor- ad to occupy less space than
ine.
vKNIGHT8 TEMPLAR Reg- - building.
W. U. Tipton, G. K.;
All advertisement
invited.
two lines.
eharg-- d
diaily
'TJiular conclave second Tues-- ' E. P. MacUel. F. S.
will be booked at apace actually
day in each month at Ma
t. without regard to number of
at '7:30 p. m. C. D. MODERN WOODMEN OF AMERICA
sonic
Temple
In
advance preferred.
ordt. Cash
S.
Boucher,
C; Chas. Tamme, Re
Meet in the forest of brotherly
corder.

'

CHAPTER
LAS VEGAS
ROYAL ARCH MASONS

NO

3,

Regular

convocation first Monday
In each month at Ma
sonic Temple, at 7:30 p.
H.
m. J. A. Rutledge,
P; Chas. H. Sporleder,
Oowc't Number, Mam

2.

Wanted

love at the Fratetrnal Brotherhood
hall, on the second anil four;h Friday of each month at 8 p. m. C. Clay
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Visitweling neighbors are especially
come and cordially invited.

Dti.vriSTS.

secretary.
CHAPTER NO. 2, O. E.
S. Meets first and third Fridays in
Suit
Masonic Temple. Mrs. Agnes M.
Tripp, Worthy Matron; Tomas B.
Bowen, Worthy Patron; Mrs Minerva A. Howell, Secretary.
Phone
Main 231, 721 Fourth etreet

DR. E. L. HAMMOND

RANSFORD

HIGHER CLASS or better paying employment than that of representing
a leading nursery company is not
to be had. If you are ambitions to
better your condition, the opportunity lies before you In entering EL DORADO LODGE
NO.
1,
our employ. Salem Nursery ComKNIGHT8
OF PYTHIAS Meets
pany, Salem, Oregon.
every Monday evening in Castle Hall.
Visiting Knights are
cordially
Invited,
Chas.
E. Liehsch- FOR SALE Large oak heater, cheap
nler, Cha n c e 1 1 o r
923 Gallinas.
Commander. Harry
Mflrtln
Tfoonpr nf
FOR SALE Lady's gentle driving
Seal.
Records
and
V
horse. C. McClanahafl.

4,

Dentist
Crockett Building. Has phoue
at office and residence.

AT

t'Oii--

HUNKER
Geo. H. Hunker

&

1'4

ia

HUNKER

Chester A. Hunker
Attorneys at Law.
New Mexico.
Las Vegas,

For Sale

MAISSAU l'i
'MRS. OLLIE SHEARER,
Masseuse and Midwife.
6291
Phone, purple
918 Lincoln.
Residence
Manicuring and Chiropdy.

.

Am

ice

y

ANT Ads

Are Best
Market Finders

Co.

Blissful Ignorance.
Holden, the New fork "bird man,"
lately had in his shop a taciturn parrot Day after day it sat silen,t on

its perch, indifferent to every

ques-

tion. At last a CuiJan lady came into
the shop and spoke to it in her native tongue. The parrot brightened
up at once, opened Its beak and
emitted a jubilant volley of vehement
Spanish words. When the parrot finalJust Suited.
"Mrs. Sykea is so reserved that she ly ceased speaking the lady turned to
Mr. Holden and, blushing violently,
ought to get a position in the weather
asked:
First Mule Them autoe Is taking
bureau."
"Do you understand Spanish?"
all our glory.
"What has her reserve got to do with
"No," he replied.
Second Mule That's so; they've
qualifications for that office?"
'Thank God!" she replied and left been trying for an hour to get it to
"Oh, when she speaks at a distance
the shop. Success Magazine.
move.
to one, she gives such cool waves."

)Vi)j (JJ.JL

REST

NO
FOR SALE One brass bed, mattress FRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD,
102 Meets every Monday night at
and springs, as good as new. Phone
Main 130.
their hall in the Schmidt building, State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Lucas County., as.
west of Fountain Square, at eight
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that
FOR
o'clock. Visiting members are cor- he is senior
SALE Thoroughbred
White
partner .of . the firm of
Mrs. Dillon,
dially welcome. E. E. Gehring, presi- r. j. iueney oc iu., uuiug vubiucdo
Wyandotte chickens.
and
1022 Fourth street
Bide:
dent; Mrs. Emma D. Burks, Secre- in the City of Toledo, County
firm
said
and
that
aforesaid,
Siate
C.
Treasurer.
"NOTIS
tary;
Baily,
will pay the sum of ONE HUNDRED
This warry elaborate
FOR SALE Legal blanks of all deDOLLARS for each and every case
Pile
Is ereckted In memery
Poet Do you think I will gt much
scriptions. Notary seals and rec J. E. ROSENWALD LODGE NO. 545, of Catarrh that cannot be cured by
ot Tolomato
I.. O. of B. B. Meets
from the. editor tor this poem?
ords at The Optic office.
every 'first the use of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
K aemlnole lnglne cheef
FRANK J. CHENEY.
Friend Not much; you will be able
Whoos wljrwarm studd on
Tuesday, of the month in the vestry
me and subscribed'
to
Sworn
before
to be around again in a few days, I FOR SALE Two
This spot and surrounding's
8
rooms of Temple Montefiore at
carloads fine fresii
in my presence, this Gth day ot DeWee cherris his memery
imagine.
milch cows, 20 with calves by side.
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers are cember, A. D. 1S86.
As he was a good harted cheef
He wood knot take yoor
A. W. GLEASON,
balance close springers. Santa Fe
Isaac Appel,
cordially invited.
skalp without you begged him to
IN THE COURTROOM.
Notary Public.
stock yards. S
President; Charles Greenclay, Sec- (Seal)
do so, or pade lilra sum munny
Hall's Catarrh Cure .is taken inter
He allways akted'
retary.
more like a christshum
nally, and acts directly on the blood
FOR SALE Barred Plymouth rock
and mucous surfaces of the system.
gentleman than a
savage lnglne
chickens
several fine RED CLOUD TRIBE NO. 4, Red Men Send for testimonials free.
including
Let him R. L P."
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
cockerels. J. C. Rex, 1018 Fourth or
Meet in Fraternal Brotherhood
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
& Co.
care Gross-Kell- y
hall. A. M. Adler, Sachem; David
Take Hall's Family Pills for constiSome Women Have No Hearts
Flint, chief of records and collector pation.
A Cleveland man was complaining
of wampum. Visiting brother
the other day about the lack of sym,
welcome.
pathy in the world.
.A Medicine That Gives Confidence.
And then he offered a personal ex5
FOR RENT
furnished rooms with
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound.
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. Mrs. T. J. Adams, No. 522 Kansas
ample.
'bath. 1022 Fourth St
He said he went home from his
1.
Meets every Monday evening at Ave., Columbus, Kas., writes: "For a
number of years my children have
business on a recent afternoon and
FOR RENT One bedroom and three
their hail on Sixth street. All visit- been subject to coughs and colds. I
received a great scare on the way.
hoisekeping rooms. 921 Lincoln.
used Foley's Honey and Tar Coming brethren cordially invited to
He was still trembling when he en"
Carl Wertz, N. G.; A. T. Ro- pound and found that it cured their
tered the house.
and colds, so I kept it in the
She Who are those young men FOR RENT A new modem 'ive room
gers, V, G.; T. M. El wood. Secretary coughs
"Well, Mary," he said; as he dropped with books under their arms?
all
the time." Refuse substihouse
W. E. Crites, treasurer; C. V. Hedg-coc- tutes. O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross
brick cottage Inquire 902 Third St.
into a chair, "I got a bad scare just
Students." They are taking up
He
now. As I went around the end of
cemetery trustee.
,
Drug Co.
the law.
the car at the corner a big touring car
She What's that old man In the FOR RENT Newly furnished rooms,
went by me like a wild thing, and say,
chair back of the desk
single or en suite for light house
it was so close when it passed that bigHe He's laying it down..doing?
all modern conveniences.
keeping,
the hubs o( the wheels brushed my
1034 Eighth street
splendid
location,
pants!"
Phone Main 108.
A GOOD SOCIETY REPORTER.
Did his wife turn pale at this re71
cital? Did she express joy and thankfulness over his narrow escape?
PARTY wishing comfortable place for
No, she didn't.
housekeeping through the winter
She Just looked jjim over and said:
can have four fairly furnished rooms
"Well, your pants certainly needed
in warm adobe house on boulevard
'
brushing!"
in the Hoban-Harveplace. See
Cutler Brothers.
Traveling Near Lake Chad.
There are native towns not remote
PHONE MAIN 227
from the Lake Chad region of interior
Foley Kidney Pills
Africa where a white man's life isn't
C.
James
Dahlman, "Cowboy" Mayor
worth a nickel. Lieut. Boyd Alexanof Omaha, "Throws the Lariat"
Mayor Jas. C. Dahlman started his
der, the British explorer, was put to
career as a cowboy, and is at present
death In one of them recently.
mayor of Omaha, and has the followLieut. Alexander and his Portuguese
Sheriff of Dawes Co.
ing record:'
collector, one Jose, had encamped unThe Editor One of the' proofread- Neb., three terms; mayoi oC Chadron,
der a 'tree in the outskirts of Tama.
ers complains of your spelling of two terms; democratic national comSuddenly they were surrounded by a
mitteeman, eight years; mayor of
band of yelling bavages. One, a mere "beauty." How did you spell it?
Omaha, six years, and in 1910 candiNew Reporter "Biuty."
stripling, seized a gun and shot the
Ah! I see you have ah date for governor of. Nebraska. WritThe
Editor
lieutenant and the others fell upon
ing to. Foley and Co., Chicago, he
...
him with clubs. The Portuguese toss- "I" for beauty.
says: "I have taken Foley Kidney
ed his finger rings to the natives, and
Pills and they have given me a great
J
while they were interesting themdeal of relief so I cheerfully recomVERY STUBBORN.
selves in them Jose leaeped to his sadmend them." Yours truly,
dle and escaped.
JAMES C. DAHLMAN.
(Signed)
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
'

y

)lrs
fchobe

LOBBY

For Rent

three-fourth-

ihe surface of the skin, under the

mi

i

Alfalfa With Corn Ration.
Afp.lla makes an excellent pasture
jfor rv:gs. Hogs pastured through the to the town library, and on the fly leaf
or on alfalfa should have a light of the book he wrote:
"I have found a great many libraries
s of corn. For winter feeding
Eumr fa nay makes rapid gains
for which lacked a great many books, but
s
corn never before have I found one like
A ration of
knd one fourth alfalfa Is best for fit- - this, which lacked the Great Book."
The town has guarded the Gaynor
king tugs for market, but In very
jfoung nogs the proportion should be Bible zealously since 1897. It is In
the pink of condition, never apparentreversed.
ly having been opened; in fact, some
of the leaves are still uncut Water-burHow to Tell a Pullet.
Post
An .a ustralian authority says that a
on
veins
roseolored
show
will
pullet
kvines.

ohe Optic

Get

'i4

hat are Imperative to
production of a farm crop
Jpf any kind that may be grown, he
thinks of the fertile soil as the moat me.
important of all. And It is, of course,
"What's so special about 4tT"
ibsoluteljr'necessary that a soli with
"About three weeks ago," answered
abundant plant food be planted on Juliette, her face beaming
with smiles
o get a crop.
and her eyes glistening with expec
But the aoll, or rather the plant tancy, '1 consulted a
clairvoyant,
food, although absolutely necessary, Madame Fantella."
It is not a bit more so than the need"Madame Fantella used to sew for
:

NOT UP TO DATE

11,1

been staring and gazing at that calendar. Aren't there enough days In
tho month to suit you?"
"Certainly, but this is the 15th of
October one of vital Importance to

we thinks of the

1911.

"After dinner on Sunday, and in
fact after dinner on various other
days. I like," said Mr. Billtops, "to
take a little nap, and I take those naps
very easily. I Just let my head drop
back on the chair and the first thing
you know I'm in the land of dreams,
dozing away very comfortably as I did
C
after dinner last night for Instance.
TV:
"But last night when I had waked
,i
t,
i.
up and had smiled across the table at fzPx
Mrs. Billtops sitting on the other side
sewing, and had said to her, as I guess
I have said a thousand times, 'My
dear, I think I must have dropped
asleep.' 'Ezra,' she said to me, 1 never
could take a nap like that. Sometimes
Tom You are the only girl I ever
I fall asleep over my work, and some- oveil.
times I go to sleep over the newspaTetsie My, but you're missing a
per, but to sit down and deliberately ot oi fun.
let myself go to sleep like that is
something I could never do. I should
DECIDED NOT TO OPEN IT.
think It was a sin.'
"And that's the trouble with Mrs.
Billtops, that's the trouble, she's got
too sensitive a conscience. She thinks
she must be doing something all the
time.
"There are so many things to be
done and she thinks it her duty to
keep always at work, never to waste
a minute's time. She's a slave to duty,
and idleness in any form she looks upon as a sin. She's very lenient with
all the rest of us, very kind and gentle, but to herself she denies all luxury.
"I wish that I could persuade Mrs.
Billtops to take a little nap occasionally."
Caller I was thinking about opening
TOMB OF SEMINOLE CHIEF Do a drug store in this neighborhood.
you hink one is needed around
here?
Traveler Tells of Amusing Inscription
Resident Great idea. There's no
On an Old Monument In St.
place within ten blocks where a man
Fla.
Augustine,
can buy stamps or' see the city directory.
"Recently," said a traveler, "while
in the old town of St. Augustine, Fla.,
HIS REMUNERATION
my attention was attracted by a magnificent specimen of a biblscus tree in
full blossom. It was growing in the
rear of a drug store on the southwest
corner of Orange and Cordova streets.
"Stopping for a moment to admire
it I waB surprised to discover beneath
its branches an old stone monument,
evidently of great antiquity, almost
completely concealed by its blossoms.
"The monument bears no date, and
persistent Inquiry failed to elicit any
information as to Its origin or history.
"It Is about four feet in height, and
bears the following epitaph on Its

"Again and again I've addressed
you," remarked Grace, "while you've

Crop Use.

j

17,

Occasionally.

on

ture Almoet Entirely for

TO DUTY

Mr. Billtops Wishes He Could
Mrs. Bilitopi to Take a Nap

Consulting
Mme. Fantella

Time of Drought
by Method.

in

SLAVE

OCTOBER

,

Lame back is one of the most common forms of muscular rheumatism.
A few applications of Chamberlain's
Liniment will give relief. For sale
by all druggists.
j
Foley's Kidney pills vs. a Hopeless
Case'
Hon. Ark. J. E. Freeman says: "I
had a severe case of kidney trouble
and could not work and my case
seemed hopeless. One large bottle of
Foley's Kidney Remedy cured me and
I have never been bothered since. I
always recommend it." O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug Co.
The Optic prints all the news.

Classified ads. search out the people to whom among all
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is WORTH MOST to someone who reads the &As. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
of those who MIGHT BUY

Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, want
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles,''
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of any
sort, and musical instruments.
As the classified ads. are readxby all possible buyers, of all
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the
best markets!

7
LAS VEGAS DA!
WATERWAYS

NATIONAL HEALTI

CONFERENCE

c;t: x

L

TUESDAY,

OCTOBER

a

17,

1911.

5EVttf..

the statutory agent, with Roswell
17.
Richmond, Va Oct.
as the place of business. The company
.
.
.
T,
J
J
uuuuicu ueiaFi, re; resenting nearia incorporated at 250,000 consisting
ly every Allan!,- cos;
,?
awm-bleof 250,000 shares at $1 each. The
in Richmond today lor (he openstockholders are C A. Lipp, Roswell
E
HO
ing of the fourth annual convention
250 shares; E. M. Plount, Albuquer
of the Atlantic Deeper Waterways
que, 250 shares; O. F. Hlgglnson, Al
The aim of the gathering
i
buquerque, 600 shares; C. E. Tjukens,
which will continue its sessions three
500
hres and J. S. Easterday, 600
days, ia to promote the construction,
shares.
as
a
national enterprise, of a chain
a a - n . ...
TUF nmcniMN
Brings Eight Prisoners
MEDICAL ASSO of canals connecting natural and
pro WILL BE OBLIGED NO LONGER TO
Sheriff Felipe Lncero of Las Cmeea
viatioN JOURNAL EXPRESSES tected waterways along the Atlantic
PAY FOR SURVEYS ON
Dona Ana county, arrived with eight
VIEWS ON SUBJECT.
coast, thereby forming a continuous
LANDS
for the penitentiary. They
prisoners
inner navigation route from Boston
Recent dispatches from
are
Carmlllo,
grand larceny, one
to
WashingKey West. President J. Hampson
Santa Fe, N. M, Oct. 17. Settlers year; Francisco Romero, grand lar
:
ivu state mat efforts are to be made Moore of
at the coming session of congress to er the Philadelphia is presiding ov on national forests under the act of ceny, two to four years; C. Santana,
secure the passage of Senator Owen s Wilson sessions. Governor Wood row June 11, 1906, will no longer have to forgery, two to four years; Pablo
of New Jersey is scheduled to pav for a
survey, as they have in Oranto, assault with deadly weapon,
senate bill or some similar measure be the chief
speaker.
he
on
past
unsurveyed lands, when six months and one day; Lus Caman- for
a
providing
national
the claim goes to patent. This relieves cho, larceny, two to three years; Ag-or an independent bureau,department,
of health.
BRIDGE BUILDERS MEET.
- Gomaanv
- i
many settlers under the act, common aplto Callll and T. Ealns, carrying
The Journal of the American Medical
i
St, Louis, Mo., Oct. 17. The twen ly known 4s
the Forest Homestead deadly weapons, one to two years;
association, In a recent issue,' calls
annual meeting of the Ameri- la
from a burdernsom
expense. T. Vlescas, obtaining money under CAlIF02I,'IATW5YlcUP.
attention to a few errors Into which, can
Railway Bridge and Building as- Relief from this burden has been
some
false pretenses, one year.
apparently,
persons and organi sociation opened here
today with a brought about by an agreement be
sations nave fallen regarding ,this large number
Forest Headquarters Moved
of members, represent tween
the secretary of the interior
of the Pecos na
The
proposed department of health, and ing railroads in all
parts of the Unit- and the secretary of agriculture, tional headquarters
makes the following statement
R. Stewart, su
Thomas
forest,
ed States and Canada, in attendance.
warding the attitude of the American Among the subjects to be considered whereby survey made by employes pervisor, were today moved from PeTEMPLE CORNER STONE.
of the forest service will be under ers, San Miguel county, to Santa Fe,
Medical association on this question: and discussed
the
three
D. C, Oct. , 17. High
during
Washington,
days
The American Medical association of the
session will be ""Buildings and the supervision of the surveyor gen where offices were occupied in the degree Masons from all parts of the
is not a "medical trust" V To Intelli- Platforms
for Small Towns," "Best eral so that they can be accepted by federal building.
United States are beginning to ar
gent and thinking jeople, such a Methods of
For the Treasury
rive in this city and everything Is in
Frame and the general land office as final
Flreprooflng
statement Is not necessary. It is a Trestle
Hitherto Is has been necessary to The territorial (treasurer has receiv readiness for the solemn
Bridges," and "Feasibility of
laying of
national professional organization of
Using Brick Veneer for Station Build make two surveys. Under the terms ed the following sums for the treas- the corner stone tomorrow of the
scientilflc men, endeavoring to be of
of the Forest Homestead law, nation- ury: William M. Robblna, treasurer' new $2,000,000 Scottish rite
ings."
temple to
service to the people and to elevate
al forest land can not be opened to of Sierra county, $413.78; James Suth be erected at 16th and
streets
the standard of medicine. It could
settlement unless the secretary of ag- erland, treasurer of Chaves county, northwest. The program for the cernot "establish a monopoly" of, healriculture has recommended to the $1,402.85; game protection, $147.25
emony is very elaborate and the ex
ing If it desired to do so, and it would
1VILL
secretary of the Interior that it be
Cattle Sanitary Board
ercises will be highly impressive.
not if it could. It would limit the
listed for settlement; end listing is
territorial cattle canltary Sovereign Grand Commander James
The
right to care for the sick to those
not possible until a survey has been board has decided! to test all dairy D. Richardson, former member of
who have sufficient knowledge of the
made. The secretary of agriculture cattle in New Mexico for tuberculosis. congress from Tennessee, will de
human body to assume such a respon- has no authority to Hat any land un- Two line riders were ordered to ride liver the opening address, after
less an examination has shown that the
New
which John Russell Pope of New
the public. And in this aim it should
the land is more suitable for agricul boundary to atop the practice of driv-- York, the architect of the temple,
g
have the support of all
will deliver the Masonic implements
ture than for forest purposes. So when ng cattle act Jss.
A national
people.
v.rtment or
land is applied for, employes of the
appropriate to the occasion to the
health' would exist for the study and
grand master. The Masonic rite of
department of agriculture ere sent to
MINING ascertain its
prevention of human diseases, and OLD TIME CALIFORNIA
laying the corner stone will be percharacter, and at the
not for the treatment' of individual
TOWNS TO BE REPRODUCED
same time make a survey of it by
iormea according . to ancient usage
AT PANAMA FAIR.
patients. Many sincere but misinmetes and bounds If a survey is necesby Grand Master J. Claude Helper of
formed persons have opposed such ac- the District of Columbia, assisted by
sary.
tion on the part of the federal govSan Diego, Cal., Oct. 17. To re
the other officers of the Grand lodge,
This survey, however, could not be
ernment because they have not dis- vive
It is expected that nearly b.OOO Scot
accepted by the land department as
"The day of old,
tinguished between disease and the
tish Rite Masons from all parts of
a basils for patent, because only surThe days of gold
person afflicted with the disease. A
the country will attend the ceremony.
TO
veys under the superylsion of the sur
national department of health would
And the days of forty-nine- "
under the law, be
can,
veyor
general
study diseases, their cause, method of is the proposal of Sam P. Davis, of
accepted as a basis for passing title.
Dr. Wiley Commends Cotton Oil
transmission and prevention just as Nevada, made to the Panama-Cal- i
In
consequence, under the procedure ASKS BOARDS OF DIRECTORS TO
For over quarter of a century Dr.
the department of agriculture inves- fornia International Exposition comGIVE TEACHERS VACATION TO
provided for when patent is sought
Wiley, the famous government expert,
tigates seed, soils, crops and animal pany in a letter in which he asks for to
ATTEND N. M. E. A. MEET.
on
has conducted an active campaign for
the
settler
lands,
unsurveyed
and vegetable diseases. It would have acreage upon which to construct a
pure food in the interest of public health.
no more authority over the individual replica of Yankee Bar, Red Dog, Ijand within a national forest has had
S. Hofer, president of the New His advocacy in a recent speech of the
J.
to
has
a
for
This
second
survey.
pay
use of Cotton Oil as a food is, thereinvalid than the department of agri- Hangtown, Povert
at, Yuba Dam
been felt to be especially bard because Mexico Educational association, has fore, especially significant : it simply em
culture now has over the individual and the old time California mwrng
It has subjected settlers on national issued a letter to the school direc- phasizes the wholesomeness of Cotto-le- ne
t
One of the favorite
camps.
farmer.
the vegetable oil shortening
tors throughout the state asking them
Sam Davis is naught when he is forests to an exTene which settlers
"a"nationaI dewhich is composed so essentially of Cotdo not have to allow their teachers a vacation in ton
lands
on
public
surveyed
Oil, the use of which he so strongly
partment oi neaun is mat it wouia not unique. Contemporary of Bret to bear. Since it merely duplicated order that they may attend the meet- recommends.
Cottolene
is endorsed
establish a "state school of medi- Harte and Mark Twain, humorist.
there ing of the association in Santa Fe by physicians generally, because of its
cine" and would limit the practice of veteran journalist, politician, ranch the work of the first survey,
and
wholesomeness.
It has been
no reason why this first survey November 16 to 18. 'The letter is as purity
medicine to a certain class. This ar- owner, known in every club and seemed
the leader in Cotton Oil products for
answer
follows:
the
not
for
both
listing
might
ve
he
in
is
over
office
the world,
twenty-finewspaper
years.
gument, of course, is absurd. The
it.
Tucumcari, N. M., Oct. 14, 1911.
of a department of agri- now having plans prepared for one of land and for "patenting
The survey for Hating, made by for- To Boards of School Directors:
WISCONSIN CLUB WOMEN.
culture has not resulted in a stat the most spectacular "stunts" of his
been without
of officers and
Thorough
Green Bay, Wis., Oct. 17 Repre
school of agriculture, nor has the e.. life. Davis proposed to haVe a est officials, has always
diggln'," expense to the prospective homestead- teachers New Mexico has made splen- sentatives of women's ciuns in all
tabllshment of a department of com- "gulch," a real "placer
er. UniiT the new arrangement the did progress educationally in recent
merce and labor brought about a state where a visitor to the Panama-Californiparts of the state are in attendance
field
expenses of the survey will con years. As a state, It must improve the at the fifteenth annual meeting of the
International
may
Exposition
school of business or labor. Further
to be paid by the department of plans and results of the past. It is Wisconsin Federation
of Women's
more, every competent lawyer knows wash out a little gold dust of his own, tinue
so that the applicant will always good for education to have all clubs, which
a
to
how
he
'agriculture,
of
operate
know,s
provided
opened here today at
that the regulation and restriction
meet the cost teachers In our state meet, discuss the Union
the practice of medicine, like that of "rocker" or a "pan." The vision of merely be called on to
Congregational church for
and
the sur- conditions, and decide on best means a session of three days. An unusualof
of
some
up
platting
the
of
is
a
checking
Argonauts
surviving
or
calling,
other
profession,
any
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The Baseball Magazine special have been notified of his death. The SNEAK THIEF STEALS
world series number is just out, and body is in the undertaking establishcontains some fine dope comparing ment of W. C. Dennis awaiting word
O'RQURKE'S WATCH
the Giants and Athletics. This spe- from them.
cial issue Is profusely illustrated with
ENTERS LE ROY HOTEL . LAST
photographs of all the leading contestThe beginning of the end of the
NIGHT AND MAKES A GOOD
ants in the great world series. There heavy tourist traffic from Chicago to
HAUL.
are good football stories, and a fine the coast passed through Las Vegas
life story of Champion Frank Gotch. yesterday. Today and tomorrow will
Last night, while J. A. O'Rourke,
Among the contributors of this issue see the last of the passengers taking
proprietor of the Le Roy hotel on
are Edward Collins of the champion advantage of the low , rates for the Grand
avenue, was
soundly,
Athletics, an article by John Even, coals offered by the Santa Fe. Yes- a robber entered hissleeping
room and stole
together with stories on Connie Mack terday, to accommodate tlie crowds a fine gold watch and a sum of
and Frank Schulte.
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Cheif of Police Ben Coles. The chief
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have tales that would almost con- cut rate tickets ended yesterday and was discovered. It Is not the cusvince a tenderfoot that they did see today's trains carried the last of the tom of the proprietor of the hotel to
some game. "Doc" sayB that he saw California bound homeseeker traffic. lock the front door of the building
one of the biggest bucks alive below To accommodate the crowds it was and so no clew that might come from
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he is sure he hit him the buck got with only partly closed vestibule and found.
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The Regal People Use the Straight
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Line gelling System
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Direct From Factory to Wearer
.

in
This method dives (he customer all the new lasts
'
i' :
3 to 6'weeks, whereas, it takes other manufacturers selling
'

the usual way from 4 to 6 months to accomplish the same
"
thing. We.will gladlrshow you the line

GREENBERGER
,4A

SQUARE DEAL"

For Eighteen Cents
trrr:

you can have'a'twenty candle

power lamp burn forty hours.
It's cheaper than oil lamps.
Then too, it's better service.

odorNo dirty handsNo

No

chimneys to clean. Let us
tell you of the house wiring
on payments.
i

Las Vegas Light a.nd
Power Co.
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come and get it, this will do
away with "Blue Monday," and

4 lbs for 25c
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Las Vegas Steam
Laundry- -
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Blankets

im''t

An elegant line of
Comforts
at from
Ifto $4.00 ;'
,:t:;:::p:.y
Be Prepared for the Cold Weather. .

617 Douglas

CHINESE SACRED LILIES
The kind you grow in water. Everyone loves them for they
are so easy to trow, so beautiful and so fragrant.
This year the bulbs are the finest and largest we have ever
; ,
seen but the price is just the same as in former years.

10

cents each or 3 for 25 cents

Plant now for Thanksgiving and Christmas.

v

-

-
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J.C. JOHNSEN & SON
"Complete Furnishers of

the Home"

THE PEOPLE'S ANNUAL HOLIDAY
New Mexico State Fair Albuquerque Oct

9-1-

4,

1911.

1 CLIRTISS AVIATION MEET
uienn n. curuss, uirector

"Birdmen.'V of,, international repute will thrill the crowds for
' 'thfee days, Oct. 11, 12 and 13.
:
,

Bull" Durham Stake for a:ia Pacers

$1060

to be raced "Bull" Durham Day, Friday Oct. 13. This stake
- '
was given by the Blackwell Durham Tobacco Co.

Base Ball Every Day

.

Exciting Horse Eacea

Feature Upon Feature
Fun by the Ton
Instructive Departments v
.
Special rates on all railroads.
John B. McManus,
Isaac; Barth, Pres.;
;v

Son
Onion
Perry
507 Sixth Street Phone Mean 462
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Rxms For SoJo
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350 Head of RambouiUet and Delaine Merino Ramt

i
;

Buy Now

& Hay ward Co. Store

Comforts and

Sack

3. D. STEARNS
t.

Chase & Sanborn's Famous Coffees

"Monobat"

Secy-Mog- r.

cool mornings.

Coffee Will Advance in Price

us-

.

your whole week's work will be
'made easier.

Just what you want these

We are Sole Agents for

can be had with
ing our

.

FLOUR

Roller Mills
''

The Sleep of the Just

Pure

A

1

.

than ever before.

- Empress Flour Used During Exhibition

Home Ground

Phone Main 131

The Graaf

OurJS'ew Fait Line of Regal Shoes, complete in every
detail, is now here. We are better prepared to please you

LUDWIG WM. ILFELD

Home Grown

and all ikinds of Grain, Hay:
?
and Alfalfa at
-

The beat place in town at which to
eat la the White Kltchem.

1

Mr. and Mrs. East, experts from factory, will be glad to
soow you all about the MAJESTIC Come in whether you
'
want to buy or not.
-

;

JEFFERSON. RAYNOLDS, President
E. D. RAYNOLDS, - - - Cashier
HALLETT RAYNOLDS, As'tCashier

Shorts

Always get the beet at Nolette'i
barber shop.
,

"REStL SHOES"

NOW ON

St

Por-ven-

Hm

50 cents

Hur tonight only, Bridge
Theater.

Everybody see Ben Hur tonight at
the Bridge Street Tfceatre.

LODSier.

Price per Tin

1911.

.
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Crab-o-

17,

MAJESTIC COOKING EXHIBIT

LOCAL NEWS

Izjiri Crb

OCTOBER

:

Empress
Flour

Thes6 rams aie specially bred for range purposes and by one
of the best breeders in the United States. We have had them at
ourranch since the 1st of July, They are in fine shape for service
thisfall. Would be pleased to meet parties at any of the trains
stopping at our station, Shoemaker, and show them the rams. .
JTor further particulars address, ;
v ;
,
.

.

;

.

J. P. Van Houten Co.

"V

'

:

"

.

Sheem&ker, N. M.

Sold By

C D. BOUCHER
(The Coffee Man.)

CLASSIFIED ADS HIT THE BULLS EYE

